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INTRODUCTION
In seeking a subject for my terminal project, I first

Block Partnership, it was determined that a compre-

established project objectives; the project should

hensive community center would be a good project.

deal with a group of people, and second, the project

This project possessed the greatest potential for

should involve both planning and architectural

community participation, and it also included many

design.

community issue s that were expressed in the meetings.

I contacted the Community Development Department of

The Community Development Department of Greenville

Greenville and was referred to the Southernside Com-

has recently completed the renovation of an exist-

munity with the possibility of working with the newly

ing r es idence for use as a Community Center by the

formed Southernside Block Partnership.

Southerns i de Community.

I contacted

This bu i 1ding \vou 1d serve

the President of the Partnership, Mrs. Lila Mae Brock,

as the first phase for the design of a comprehensive

and she invited me to attend the monthly community

conJT1un i ty center.

meetings held by the Partnership.

From these meetings

I conc luded that there were many community issues that

This manuscript and terminal project are an ac~dernic

could serve as a subject for further study and could

exercise done in partial fulfillment of a Ma ster 's

form the basis for my terminal project.

Degree in Architecture in the College of Archi -

After dis-

cussion with Professor Peter Lee and the Southernside

tecture at Clemson Unive rsity.

I am not employed

2

by the Southernside Block Partners hip Incorporated;
and although it is my responsibility to document
the information that I have collected from the
community and any other source in a professional
and accurate manner, this work is totally volunteer
on my part.

This work may be used as a guideline or

resource to assist in the revitalization of the community and planning for its future, in which case,
it is the responsibility of the Southernside Block
Parternship Incorporated to give proper credit where
due.

PROJECT STATEMENT
The Southernside Community, in the city of Green-

immediate needs and is serving to instill community

ville, South Carolina, is a predominantly black,

interest and involvement, which is described by the

low income community located in the western half of

community motto:

the city, bordered by Academy Street, Buncombe Road,

ment.11

the city limits and the Reedy River.

expanded to meet future community needs, and it is

Recently a

''Building Pride Through lnvolve-

It will be necessary for this center to be

highway project threatened to cut the community into

the purpose of this project to design a comprehensive

a number of isolated segments.

community center for the Southernside Community in

This project was

fortunately terminated, and a revitalization effort

context of an overall community master plan.

is currently being undertaken by citizens of the
community under the guidance of the recently formed

CONCLUSION

Southernside Block Partnership Incorporated.

This center is to be a source of services to the

An

important step in this revitalization effort is the

Southe~nside Community, a center of community

development of a community center that will serve

organization and a base for the future development

a variety of needs of the residents.

of the community.

The city of

Greenville has purchased a house that will be renovated for this provided the community can maintain
and staff it.

This house is meeting the community 1 s

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
"A man's reach should outdistance his grasp,
otherwise what is heaven for. 111

COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES
PERSONAL OBJECTIVES

"There needs to be as much client contact and
questioning as possible.

The need for an aware-

ness and understanding of the people you are
dealing with, not only in a project such as a
community center, but any kind of project, is
extremely important. 112
Evans Woolen

5

SOUTHERNSIDE COMMUNITY

5,

To educate the people in the community to become
a viable member in today's society, in today's
community, and most important, to themselves.8

6.

To rejuvenate and attract new businesses and
investors into the community, to strengthen
the people, the community and its worth to the
city of Greenville.9

7.

To improve the community's overall image through:
a. attracting new businesses and investors;
b. improving its image with the residents of the
city;
c. improving a visitor's first impression of the
Southernside and consequently of Greenville.1'0
d. and most important, improving the residents'
• community.·
.
11
own .image o f t he,r

8.

To accomplish these goals and objectives by
getting the entire Southernside Community behinc.l
the motto "Building Pride Through Involvement"
and in the actual execution and fulfillment of
the goals and objectives.

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock, the president of the Southernside Block Partnership, recently expressed in a community meeting that it is difficult for one person
to get anything accomplished and that the stronger
the community is in backing a project or objective,
the easier it is to achieve the community's goals
and objectives. 3

The goals and objectives of the

Southernside Community are many, but the following
are those of major importance.
1.

To raise $10,000 to maintain the new Community
Center on West Washington Street for the first
year and to make this Community Center a success
in the future.4

2.

To provide affordable housing in the community
for everyone, young and old, allowing the
opportunity for people to choose whether they
wish to move out of the community or stay in
their community.5

3,

To provide a shelter for those who live in the
streets and parks, thereby helping them help
themselves and consequently the Southernside
Community.6

4.

To provide food for those who need it, young and
old, thereby improving the nutrient level and
health of the community.?

6

by the community to revitalize their community.

PERSONAL OBJECTIVES
It is my purpose to assist the Southernside Com-

2.

Implementati on of community programs th a t have
not yet been included in the existing program
of the community center.

3.

An awareness of funding sources that can assist
the community revitalization effort and the
comprehensive community center.

4.

To search for what can make the community
prosper and s elf-sufficient.

~

munity in their revitalization e J fort by researching
and documenting information that becomes a source
and/or a tool for future community improvements.

By

attending community meetings and conducting personal
interviews, I can become aware of the community's
problems.

Consequently, by documenting solutions,

guidelines and resources that address similar

Design Objectives

problems, the community can utilize this information

The design objectives are:

as a resource and possible direction to begin ad-

1.

To have as much client/community involvement
and participation in all areas of the design
process from the masterplan of the community
to the design of the comprehensive community
center.

2.

To expose myself to community pl anning and de al
with a large group of people who have one common
goal to revitalize their community.

3.

Within this revitalization, to develop a project
on a smaller scale so that the design can go
beyond the schematic design phase and into the
design development phase.

4.

Within this developed design, to become aware
of cost constraints of the community and how
todaf's construction costs will be a determining
factor of any physical design.

dressing the problems of the Southernside Community.

I have patterned my goals and objectives into two
areas of concern.

The first area deals with planning

objectives, and the second with design objectives.

Planning Objectives
These objectives are:
l.

A greater overall awareness of what can be done

7

5.

To be knowledgeable of how energy consciousness
can be and should be implemented early in order
to be cost efficient in its construction and in
its maintenance after construction.

Conclusion
The center will be an active vehicle of communication;
the arrangement and fit within the patterns of everyday life will hope to increase citizen awareness and
possible community participation; and the presence
of the center will assist the community in generating
needed programs and future physical improvements in
the community.

The center will not be a monument but

an instrument that serves the people of the Southernside Corrvnun i ty.

BACKGROUND

CITY OF GREENVILLE
SOUTHERNSIDE COMMUNITY

9
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CITY OF GREENVILLE

Greenville's potential for growth,

The area that Greenville County encompasses was at

was extended from Columbia to Greenville in 1853

one time part of the vast Cherokee Nation.

which became the Greenville Columbia Railroad. 5

At the

A rail line

time of the Revolutionary War, the area was pur-

In 1860, Greenville's population was a mere 21,900,

chased by the State of South Carolina.

but it had become a major trading and transpor -

Many of the

6

settlers of Greenville came from urbanized areas in

tation center in northwestern South Carolina.

the northeast; and as a result, Greenville did not

Within a short period of time after the end of

develop as a plantation area as did much of the

the Civil War, there was a movement to construct

state.

1

Greenville's second rail line to connect Charlotte
to Atlanta.

This line was known as the Richmond

Greenville developed a reputation as a place to

and Danville Air Line and soon stretched north

vacation in the early 1800's because of its close

and south to connect New York to New Orleans.

proximity to the Blue Ridge Mountains and its

With the establishment of this second rail line,

beautiful green countryside.

2

It is this latter

attribute that earned the area its name. 3

Because

Greenville experienced its greatest population
growth whic~ occurred between 1870 and 188o. 7

of its tourist trade, a state road was constructed

In 1900 Greenville's population increased to

to link Greenville with Columbia and subsequently

54,000 because of its expanding textile indu st ry;

Charleston.

and by 1930, textiles surpassed agriculture as

Soon to follow in 1824 was the con-

struction of the Saluda Turnpike linking Greenville

the primary means of support in the area, and

to markets in the northwest, therefore strengthening

the city which had become known as the "Textile

10

Center of the South."

This title still applies to

the city even though the past half century has shown
a great amount of diversification occurring within
its industrial base including electrical machinery,
chemicals, paper products, transportation equipment, fabricated metals and professional and
scientific instruments.

Today, Greenville County's population is nearly
300,000.

8

At one time, 90 percent of those

working in industry were working in textile
mills, but this has dropped to 20 percent as
Greenville's economy continues to grow and
d •1 vers •1 f·y. 9

ll

SOUTHERNS I DE

cotton, digging ditche s , working on the trolley

Documentation of the history of the Southernside

and cl e aning and disposing the waste from dry

Community is virtually nonexistent.

toilets. ll

My major re-

The Southernside Community was always

sources have been the people of the community and

a black community.

a special resident of the community, a 91-year - old

this to the fact that black people tend to live

man, the Reverend . John Henry Smith.

around railroad stations because of the railways

The historical

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock attribut es

description of the community would appear at times

historical connection with slavery.

to be a biography of Reverend Smith.

had memori e s of rela t ive s and acquaintance s being
s hippe d away by r a il to other citie s .

Black settlers

Living by a

Reverend Smith has lived in Greenville since 1914

st ation gnve th em the hope th a t one day they would

in the Southernside area. lO

mee t a ga in.

He was born March 11,

1890, the son of Butler Smith, who was born in the
first year of black freedom and whose father, Jim

Mrs. Brock al s0 me nti one d t ha t the presen t As bury

Smith was 21 years old at that time.

St ree t used to be Jones St ree t and th a t i ts homes

Reverend

Smith began the Mt. View Baptist Church in 1920

were al 1 priva tel y m'1ne tl and \,!e l 1 ke r, t at one t iine.

and was pastor there for sixty years until his

The homes towards Academy Street were own e d by

recent retirement.

white famili e s and t hose towa rd the r n ilroad

In 1914 the wage for a good

job for whi1te people was $7.50 a week, and for
bl a cks it was about half that, or approximately
ten cents an hour.

Available jobs were picking

s tation we re oc cupi e d by blacks.

12

Within the past thirty years there has been some

The co~nunity center is a beginning to the fulfill-

development in the community along Buncombe Street,

ment of some of the community's dreams, and Mrs.

namely the Kash and Karry, and more recently, the

Brock hopes nothing goes wrong.

Mulberry Street Shopping Center.

that's keeping the black people, and especially

In the community

The only thing

there were two important businesses to the people

herself going, is that one day everything will work

of the community that no longer exist.

out, and believing and faithareall they have.

They were

the Carpenter Brothers Drug Store and the Sand
Company Grocery Store.

12

The

churches are extremely important because they keep

These businesses re-

the community together and believing that there is

flected the family oriented community that it used

a future for the people of the Suuthernside

to be, and still is to some extent, even with all

.
ll,
Community.

the problems the community might have.
In conclusion, I asked Reverend Smith what he felt
Those people in the past who were helpful and

the future of the community wa s.

sincere about improving the community were people

can't see that far enough ahead, but I do hope

like Reverend B. C. Sul ls and Mr. W. L. Lee.

that there is a development that lightens up one's

Those

He nnswered, "I

who are sti 11 in the community who have been helpful

mind to make the community better for ev~ryone.

and are still active are people like Robert Quiller,

would like to see any improvement tl1at can help us

Tob Adams, George Washington, 13 Mrs. Lila Mae Brock,

move forward.

Mr. Howard Norris, and many more people of the

done, but I feel the church is the best organizer

c·ommun i ty.

Without cooperation, nothin g can be

13

of all.

One cannot do everything, all who are con-

cerned must help. 1115

Conclusion
If the center is to help the Southernside Community,
then it must reflect and respond to the people who
live in the community.

To accomplish this, one must

learn from the past and allow new patterns to contribute to what has already evolved.

The people

have been able to withstand the pressures of
change; and because of this, they have developed
a strong identity which has evolved into a source
of community pride.

This center, in its design,

needs to reflect and respond to this sense of
community pride.

This pride is the important

ingredient in the success of this project and
needs to evolve from community involvement.

There-

fore, the client-architect relationship is of utmost
importance and needs to be pursued.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SOUTHERNSIDE BLOCK PARTNERSHIP
COMMUNITY ISSUES
COMMUNITY PLAN
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THE SOUTHERNSIDE BLOCK PARTNERSHIP
The Southernside Block Partnership is a nonprofit

,· :i

corporation formed by the residents of the Souther-

I
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The organization's purpose is to

/,:

---- --

assist and oversee the revitalization effort of

--- . . . . , -

. /

the community.

. - -i-- -1-

- -. . .._ ,<./ .

Its board of directors consists

-

·-----17

of nineteen members, two-thirds of whom are area

I

committee of area residents and members of the Bun-

I

interested residents.
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continue to operate as long as there is a need.

These meetings are open to all
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charter was formed in the Fall of 1980 and will

to these problems.
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Its

discuss community problems and possible solutions

!
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combe Street Methodist Church and was organized

The corporation presently meets once a month to

' i ·- - ,

... -.~ ,

The corporation evolved from a

under the auspices of the United Ministries.
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residents while the remainder are from outside of
the community.
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COMMUNITY ISSUES
A great number of issues dealing with the revitali za-

)

tion of the Southernside Community have been raised
by community residents.

I have organized these

issues into two major categories:

those that are

community wide and may have some influence on the
community center, and those that have a direct influence on the community center.

The community wide i s sues are:

~
-----r ·- -"<-

"'I.~

/

~ -

··--

-- -----

·-- - ~ -. ..----·-

_______
--- ~

.-

(,:-~-----)-.

--

/

~

::-.--:-:--/;_;c-

/

/

,/

-

/ ..,. -

Low Income Housing - Affordable housing for the
people of the community is a necessity. Some
families have doubled up because single families
cannot afford the rent. Residents wish they had
a choice of housing within their community rather
than having to relocate elsewhere . Many people
who have relocated outside of the community wish
to return as they feel they are still a part of
the Southernside Community. In fact, many former
residents return on Sundays to attend church
services of the community.
Half Way House - There is a great concern for those
people who have nowhere to live other than in the
streets of the community. The majority of these
people have drug and drinking related problems
along with having no regular source of meals. 1
The people of the community are extremely concerned
for the health and welfare of these people and are
trying to assist in anyway possible .

17

Residential Deterioration - A majority of residential
structures in the community are in poor condition.
Some need to be demolished while others can be rehabilitated. The conditions of the residential
structures in the community can be found on page 37
section, Southernshfe-, Community Patterns. 2
Business Deterioration - Many of the buildings
housing businesses in the community are unsound
structurally and visually unattractive. The need
for their rehabilitation as well as the development of new businesses is important for community
rev i ta 1 i zat ion. 3
Food - Proper nutrition is a major problem in the
community. The importance of nutritional education is a necessity to keep a higher level of
good health.
Transportation - The transportation problem in
Greenville is city-wide and has a great deal of
impact on the community. The buses do not run
often enough and taxis are extremely expensive.4
Road Conditions - There are many roads in the community that need repair while others are not wide
enough to allow for curbs and gutters, let alone
sidewalks.5
Need for Supermarket - The people of the community
are in need of a grocery store that is centrally
located.6
Community Lighting - The street lighting is poor
throughout the community as a whole and especially
so in some areas along West Washington Street.
Community Pride - Pride is an important issue and
the community feels they can get much more accomplished in the revitalization of their community

"by getting the entire Southernside area involved
in the motto "Building Pride Through lnvolvement. 11 8

The Following issues are those that directly influence the Southernside Community Center:
Recreation - Although there are many outdoor recretion facilities, Southernside is the only community
within the city of Greenville that does not have
any indoor recreation facilities.9
Education - A centralized day care center would
benefit the community's young since the existing
day care center is the only educational facility
in the entire community. 10 This fact of the lack
of educational facilities can only reinforce the
need for educational facil i ties or programs. Programs such as job training and technical training
to educate the people of the community are needed.11
Large Community Room - A space is need ed that can
hold a large number of people without the people
feeling inhibited as one might feel if the meetings
were he ld in a church. 12
Satellite Social Programs - Many elderly people
are ill-informed about social programs because
they have difficulty reaching the Social Services
Department and therefore a satellite program would
be of great help to the elderly. 13
The Southernside Community is within walking distance of the Central Business District of Greenville.
Therefore, its potential to further the economic

18

growth of the city is of vital importance.

It is

important that the community be part of the city and
not be left out as it has been for the last ~uarter
century.

19

CQ~)MUN l'TY PLAN

In researching the planning of a community, I found

It takes the $ame thing to make a good
coll)ll)un i'ty that it takes to make a good
man, thatls faith, courage and a good
character; and in building a good community we must haye fel lowshi·p and
cooperatton by all concerned with the
proper respect to each other for that
is the debt we owe to manktnd. This is
a task that takes courage and cooperation wi·th all concerned, 14
Reverend J, H. Srntth

a resource,~ Better Place t o ~ . by Michael N,
Corbett, that attempts to define what makes a
successful community.

Hr. Corbett states human

settlements should be designed:
To meet basic material needs, largely
from within the settlement, but partly
by participation in a larger economic
system, in a diversity of ways, all
consistent with the preservation of a
stable and healthy ecosystem.
To promote and support a way of life
that permits satisfaction of psychological
needs and simplifies the task of satisfying material needs.
To provide a physical and social environment harmonious with human nature. 15
While these are goals for the planning of a large
settlement, such as a city, Mr. Corbett is an
advocate of a well-defined comprehensive neighborhood, within these overall goals.

He feels

11

a good

neighborhood will offer security anJ privacy, and
will aid residents' feelings of identity, and will
satisfy their needs for diversity and a sense of
.
..16
community.

20

The following are elements that Mr. Corbett feels

privacy ls essential to the development of a
sense of community in our culture. It has been
observed by anthropologist Edward T. Hall and
others that where physical barriers do not
provide enough privacy, social barriers develop as substitutes.22

will support an ongoing well-functioning neighbor-

hood community:
1.

Appropriate Scale - There is not much diversity
in a small neighborhood, but it is easier to
know everyone. Larger neighborhoods offer more
diversity and may become stronger economically,
but as they get bigger, they loose the feeling
of the community. The optimum number is 500
people or approximately 150 homes. 17

2.

Boundaries - Clear boundaries make the neighborhoods better defined and become appreciated
as a unit. More pleasant boundaries are those
that are green and open versus streets. 18

3,

Land and Resource - "Land and resources commonly
owned by a small neighborhood group should do a
lot to improve the social skills of the individual residents and lead to the development of a
strong neighborhood community that provides
satisfying social experience for its residents. 11 19

4.

Revenue - A neighborhood needs revenue to carry
out projects. This source of revenue can come
from donations or assessments, or from income
from a business source.20

7,

Diversity- Dtversity is a necessary component
of a well-functionfng neighborhood as it is an
important element In the functioning of a
settlement.23 "To maintain the proper amount
of diversity, neighborhoods should incorporate
the following:
a. housing for various income levels;
b. space for field games;
c, natural play areas providing plenty of
hiding places;
d. a large party or meeting facility;
e. spaces for informal gatherings such as a
well-placed bench under an appealing tree;
f, recreational facilities, such as a swimming
pool, basketball courts, and arts and
crafts center;
g. agricultural production; and
h. a small commerci.al center including a
neighborhood store, restaurant, and
sma 11 shops. 11 24

The more diverse the neighborhood, the more vitality the neighborhood will possess.

5.

6.

Security and Safety - "A sense of community is
another important variable in the safety of a
neighborhood. Where neighbors know and care
about one another, they will also act to protect their fellow residents from a suspicious
stranger. 11 21
Privacy - "It is very unlikely that physical

25

The neighborhood functions well when
people feel that they are safe and can
rely on help from others. It functions
well when they can grow in their ability
to get along and work out their differences. It functions well when, through
participation in community activities,

21

including work and fun in groups, they experience inner warmth and fullness, which comes
from feeling that they as individuals are
part of the community and that the community
as a whole is part of all humanity. All
neighborhoods should be designed to accommodate these functions, for when they are
not, part of the human potential may be
lost.26

The Community Development Task Force, City of Green-

information presented in this plan will appear as
background information in the development of a
proposed master plan for the community.
To revitalize town centers in existing
urban areas and to ensure the building
of town centers with new urban growth,
are major goals of appropriate planning
that can result in the increased richness of people's existence. This element
of our civilization must not be ignored.29

ville, the City Community Development Department,

The Southernside Community Center is more than a

and the City Economic Development Department have

building.

organized a development plan for the Southernside

future of the community.

Community.

social, recreational, and image center of the com-

Work on the plan began in February,

It is the hope of the residents and the
It is the physical,

1980, and was completed and presented to the

munity and most importantly, a place that the

Steering Committee the following September. 27

people of the Southernside Community can be proud
of and can call their own.

The contents of the plan include:

The Community

Development Plan as the body of the report

and in

Conclusion

Appendices l through 5, General Development Plan,

The concept of the comprehensive community center

Citizen Participation Minutes from meetings, Block

is to bring needed programs and activities to-

Data Sheets, Community Improvement Program and

gether in an area that allows the full range of

Public Infrastructure Data.
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Much of the

uses to be experienced by all residents .

This is

22

an attempt to solve many of the lingering problems
of the Southernside Community that have been unabated for too many years.

While the basic needs of the community are immediate concerns, the total involvement of the community
will be met by phasing the comprehensive center and
providing for recreational, cultural, educational,
and community organizational activities that attract a cross section of all Southernside residents,
the lower and middle income groups, the teens and
elderly, the blacks and whites.

PATTERN ANALYSIS

SOUTHERNSIDE PATTERNS
MASTER PLAN
STREET PLAN
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SOUTHERNS I DE PATTERNS
Commllnity Image_
The first impression of Greenville for a visitor
arriving by Amtrak is the Southernside Conmunity.
Because of its appearance and state of disrepair,
the community is concerned about its image a11d
how this image port rays the city as a who 1e.

1

Ne11

businesses have stayed away from the community be cause of this adverse image which is assumed to
carry with it crime and vandalism.

Although the

other communities have highe r crime rates, it is
closely associated with Southernside be cause of its
appearance.

To change this image is a ma jor ob-

jective of the community.

Proposed Highway Loo~
The new abandoned highway loop in the Sout he rn s ide
Community had the most direct influence on the
det e rioration of the Southernsirle Community in
the past decade.

Th e high\1ay "right-of-way

N
1.1,
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acquisition, begun sometime ago, has impacted the
entire area. 112
In a recent federal highway administration survey, areas in which highway projects had been halted or
delayed after right-of-way acquisition
had begun were exemplified by high
crime rates, few public facilities
and retail services, abandoned buildings, low occupancy rates, and greater
proportions of poor and elderly.3
-The Southernside Community exhibits all of the
characteristics stated above.

Now that the Greenville Area Transportation
Study (GRATS) policy coordinating committee has
dropped the highway proposal, the funds received
must be reimbursed to the FHA before the city
can begin selling the land.
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Highway Owned Land
The property at the intersection of West Washington
Street, Madison Street and Oscar Street is owned
by the S.C. Highway Department and is being leased
by the City of Greenville for a park.

The develop-

ment plan states that a 1976 recreation study concluded that a long-term investment in a recreational
facility would be unfeasible in this location because of its changing character, nam~ly the proposed highway loop.

This no longer is the case

because the highway loop has been canceled, therefore the feasibility of a recreational facility
has to be re-evaluated.

Another vacant tract

owned by the Highway Department is one which is
bordered by Nassau Street, Meadow Street,

and

Madison Street, and is presently zoned industrial.
The site is completely serviced with adequate
()

\-

--

sewer and water eliminating upfront costs to a
developer.

15
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The Hampton-Pinckney Historic District
The Hampton-Pinckney Historic District is one of
the oldest residential neighborhoods in the city
of Greenvi 1 le.

It has some forty-seven structures

that date back to the late nineteenth c1nd early
twentieth centuries.

It was once a part of the

estate of Vardry McBee, an early developer of
Greenville whose house was located at the top of
what is now McBee Avenue.

The neighborhood began

declining when the younger generations mov~d to
the suburbs during the SO's and 60's, a paradox
that many cities have recently experienced.

Al-

though some homes were maintained by those who
remained, many became delapidated because of
absentee owners.

In the early 70's, a steering

committee was formed to study the problems; and
in 1973, the Hampton-Pinckney Property Owners

~

Association was chartered.
w.:1s

The neighborhood

then designated a Community Development Area

allowing the neighborhood to receive Community
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Development Funds.

In December of 1977, the Hampton-

Pinckney Historic District was placed on the National
Register of Historic Places.

Residents of the

neighborhood, to ensure neighborhood growth, formed
a nonprofit corporation, enabling them to receive

This Greenville Central Area Action Plan,
Jointly sponsored by the City of Greenville and the Greenville local Development
Corporation (LDC), has been prepared as
the principal framework of public policy
and continued public-private partnership
commitments to execute a ten-year program
throughout the Central Business District
and close-in neighborhoods . 5

financial assistance, such as the recent planning

Immediate commitments are being made by GCA

grant awarded by the South Carolina Department of

Partnership (Greenville Central Area) and the city

Archies and History.

4 Not only is the Hampton-

to carry out three major projects described in

Pinckney Historic District part of the Southernside

this report:

Community in location and influence, but it is a

dential development projects and the first phase of

successful example of what can occur when a group

the proposed Court Square Office and multi-use

of people organize to achieve a common cause.

center ,

GCAAP

The project that has potential for development in

The development of the Southernside Community will

the Southernside Community is the Hampto11 Court

be strongly influenced by the Greenville Central

project.

Area Action Plan and the market potential for the
action plan.

These plans were developed by Cranes

Associates Inc., based in Boston, and Hammer, Siler,
George Associates, based in Washington, Atlanta and
Denver.

The Hampton Court and Park Main resi-

6

Hampton Court is a planned unit development (PUD) of low and mid-rise condominiums on 13.6 acres of vacant and
under sold land near Heritage Green and
Hampton-Pinckney Historic District . The
project will be carried out in three
stages, each with subphases to reach
an eventual total of 240, one, two,and
three bedroom units. Overall planned
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density is at 18 units per acre. Over
one-third of the project site will be
invested by current property owners,
about one-third will be purchased from
private owners, and less than one-third
will be acquired for public parking and
open space. Units will be priced competitively with other high quality offerings
in a price range of $65 per square foot.
The private redevelopment will be
carried out by a joint venture of a
residential developer, private property
owners, and a GCA Partnership. As a
market stimulus and private investment
incentive, a segment of Urban Greenway
will be built, which will extend South
and North to other residential redevelopment sites. This will provide
unique recreational facilities adjacent to the Heritage Green Arts
Complex.?
Success of the Hampton Court ~nd Park
Main proj6cts will lead to new market
opportunities for housing redevelopment of major under-used properties
west of Academy Street. Designs will
include townhouses, lowrise, condominiums, and other midrise or lowrise/
high density rental projects.8

in their community.

This becomes a potential

problem if the Hampton Court develops without the
input of the Southernslde Community.

It is impor-

tant that there be coordination between the development of Hampton Court and the revitalization of the
Southernside Community.

This joint effort will

strengthen the development west of Academy Street
and will become a stronger planning concept for the
communities concerned and the city of Greenville as
a whole.
H

I
~'

The Southernside Community is concerned that if the
Hampton Court project proves viable what will happen
to property costs, property taxes, and rental rates

y~Hal\
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Southernside Population 12
Population of the Southernside Commu~~i~:t

--

1970

1980

% Change 1970-1980

3000

2013

-32.9

Racial Breakdown of the Southernside Community
White

Black

Other

Persons of
Spanish Origin

414

1591

6

19

Of 2013 residents of the Southernside Community
79% is black.
Greenville City vs. Southernside tori1munity,____

- -~

City

Southernside
Community

58,242

2013

City

Southern s i de
Community

White 37,065

White 414

Black 20,780

Black 1591

% Concen.
3.5

% Concen.

7
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Social Boundaries
The social boundaries of the Southernside Community
are extremely important in identifying the people
who make up the community.

According to the people of the commun ity , the
social boundaries are very similar to the physical
boundaries deliniated by the city, but they differ
in some respects.

These boundaries are Westfield

Street, North Hudson Street and Lloyd Street on
the east; New Town, the Amtrac Depot and Briggs
Avenue on the west; Buncombe Road, Asbury Street
and West Washington Street on the north; and the
Reedy River on the south.

These boundaries are very important to Southernside people in the id entif ication of their community.

Although these boundaries are important

socially, it is more importan t that the communities
~

-------~

--

\fl. "'
~ - - -----""-------,....,r~L.,..___~

'

~ i, .;/ ,,
:W "-~

west of Academy St,-eet work together in a total

w

w

3'-1

effort to live with one another for the betterment

south is commercial and industrial with some

of Greenville as a whole.

residential development interspersed throughout
the area.

In the area southwest of West Washing-

Southernside Community

ton Street, the land use is predominately resi-

The Southernside Community is located on the western

dential with an institutional structure, an

portion of the City of Greenville.

industrial structure, and a recreational facility.

Its physical

boundaires are prominent and clear, as are its

The majority of the structures in the community

social boundaries, although they do not always

as a whole are residential, commercial, and in-

coincide with one another.

dustrial, and the overall physical appearance of

The community is gener-

ally bounded on the east by Academy Street, on the

the community is in need of rehabilitation.

west by the city limits, on the north by Buncombe
Road and on the south by the Reedy River.

The Southernside Community contains a variation of
land uses including single-family and multi-family
residential, commercial, industrial, and public use.
West Washington Street running through the community
acts as a natural organizer.

Land use to its north

is predominately residential with strip commercial
along West Washington Street, the land use to its

Land Use

Number of Units

Residential, Single-Family

448

Residential, Multi-Family

121

Commercial

62

Public/Semi-public

17

Industrial

11

Vacant
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Structural ConditionsResidential

Land Development

Number of Units

Standard

The development of Southernside community land has

35

Rehabi 1 itative

441

Marginal

131

Dilapidated

been greatly influenced by the zoning classifications in the area.

36

"C" four family, "F" commercial, "E" commercial,
.i

I

Owner Occupied Units - 136 = 24% 9

These classifications are:

"H" 1 ight industrial, and

11

111 heavy industrial .

10

The existing city zoning ordinance of Greenville
is cumulative whereas the proposed zoning classifications for the community are limited cumu•
11
1at,ve.

Cumulative zoning is uni lateral, it

permits the higher classifcations, but not lower
classifications than the zoning of the district.
For example, a district classified

11

111 heavy

i n du s t r i a 1 , a 1 1ow s 1 i g h t i ndu s t r i a 1 , pub 1 i c / s em i public, commercial, multi-family and single family
but a district classified ''A-1" single family per•
m1ts
not h.1ng 1ower. 12
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Institutions
There are few institutions in the Southernside
Community.

All of the local schools were closed

when the Greenville school system was desegregated.
There is a day care center in the basement of the
Mount View Baptist Church.

An educational insti-

tution within the physical, but not within the
social boundaries of the community is the Holmes
Theological Seminary.

The most prominent institutions in the community
are the churches.

There is a total of nine churches

in the community, eight of which are within the
social boundaries.

~

~
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Social Groups

~

There is a wide range of social groups in the
Southernside Community.

They range from highly

organized and important groups, such as the church,
to less formal, more spontaneous groups, such as
the homeless and degenerate.

All these groups must

be taken into account in the revitalization of the
community because they all effect it in their own
special way.

The churches reinforce and strengthen the community's faith and hope of a better community in
which to live.
--

---- ~

- ,-.-:.--_;;:;...

Other groups that are more socially

oriented are those that congregate in the barber
shop, pool hall and outside of Ted's Full Service
Station.

Then there are the degenerates and

alcoholics who detract from the community's image.
All the s e groups are important and need to get involved in the community effort if their community
revitalization is to become a success .
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Environmental Constraints
An environmental constraint in the Southernside
Community is the flood plain along the Reedy
River.

This area encompasses approximately one-

half of the area south of West Washington Street,
east of the Amtrak Station, west of Academy Street
and north of the Reedy River.

Portions of this area lie within the 500-year flood
area, the 100-year flood area, and also within the
1
floodway of the Reedy River. 3
The area on either side of Welborn Street
is located within the Reedy River floodway.
Under the city-adopted flood ordinance, no
new construction or auditions can be built
in the floodway. However, construction
would be allowed within the year and 500year flood areas, with the proper structural
requirements as outlined in the City of
Greenville's Flood Ordinance.14
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Community Accessibility

\

I (

'1

The accessibility to the Southernside Community is
extremely important to the success of the community

I

I

revitalization effort.

i
--·r----

West Washington Street is the major thoroughfare
in the community as well as an important link
between the Amtrak depot and the city's Business
District.

West Washington Street physically

divides the community into three neighborhoods
and is the major means of access to these neighborhoods.

The three neighborhoods are also ac-

cessible by way of Buncombe Road and tertiary

\?\.
\

'

\\

roads such as Mulberry Street and Lloyd Street,

'·
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South Hudson Street that links West Greenville

~ AtJO ,w..1a1J.t1

to the Southernside Community, and West Washington

hJ f12t)Nf Or
ArlflZAu/L .

Road that links West Greenville to the Southernside Community.
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Community's Significance
The people of Southernside Community feel that they
are members of an important community within the
City of Greenville.

Southernside is the first

community encountered when entering Greenville
by way of Amtrak.

The City of Greenville also believes that the
Southernside Community has an important role to
play in the future development of the city .

This

is primarily because of the community's close
proximity to the Central Business District, as
well as to the Hampton-Pinckney Historic Distrfct . 15
Additionally,
a significant amount of vacant and under utilized land in this area provides
development potential for the city's
limited land area. Due to the multiplicity of land uses, the West Washington
Street area has potential for both an
established neighborhood as well as an
industrial area. 16
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MASTER PLAN
The following information is an analysis of the

r=·~.-)]IT~ PA.WM SttJP-

patterns described earlier.

This analysis and the

evaluation of the West Washington Street Development Plan suggestions, community meeting suggestions
and information collected through research will
assist and form the development of both the community master plan and the West Washington Street,
Street Plan.
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Conclusion
The conclusion of the Pa ttern Analysis is the
community master plan and the West Washington
Street street plan.

The comprehensive center becomes an ongoing element of the total development plan for the community.

The center must be sensitive to what

exists and yet must work with the anticipation
of community change with respect to recreation,
commercial, rehabilitation and circulation
patterns.

COMMUNITY CENTER -

HI STORY
PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
CONTEXTURAL DESIGN
CASE STUDIES FUNDING SOURCES

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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HI STORY

contributed to a lively scene of urban life.

The

The community center ranges from the urban open

third type was the common recreational space which

space, which is more common in Europe, to the more

could be theaters, stadiums, amphitheaters, or

inclusive oriented building, which exists in the

baths.

United States.
In the beginning, urban open space was
used for community meetings, whether
religious, commercial, or governmental.
There was little interest in setting
aside one space for one activity.
Rather, the same space did triple duty. l

In the middle ages the main urban space became tl1e
cathedral and th e cathedral square .

Goods were

sold, workmen would be hired and visiting pilgrims
could sleep here.

In the Greek city, it was possible to
be more richly human and to engage in
a far greater variety of human activities.
The ideology of the culture promoted this.
Also, the pattern of urban arrangements-the diversity of urban open spaces and
proximity of such open spaces to the
working and living quarts of the pe2ple-made a richer common life possible.

This example of open space does

not seem to have been designed as consclously as
those of tlte Romans .

The order her e is functional

rather than visual. 3

The furth e r development of the community space was
The Romans developed three types of urban open

the regularization of places in the Rena is sa nce

spaces.

and Lhe dramatization of the city during the

The first was the outdoor, fully enclosed

space, which was physically formed by the terrain

Baroque period.

and often shaped by an aesthetic decision.

in Rome opened the way for cities to become works

The

Planning ideRs from Pop~ Sixtus V

second was a street space. The mixture of cafes,

of art.

houses, and shops on nearly every block

Open spaces or,ce again became ''Thenter" for urban
1 i fe.

4

These works of art were for everyone.
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These open spaces were brought over to the
New World predominately in Spanish settlements such as in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Along the east coast, spaces resembled
squares in England such as found in
Philadelphia and Savannah. Open space
development was threatened by industrial
revolution, but this was countered by a
reform movement that culminated in the
creation of great urban parks all over
America in the second half of the 19th
century.5

proyide many important functions found in a vital
town center 1 7 With the deterioration of the
urban open spaces, the community center has moved
to an indoor fac i 1 i ty.

It has taken the form of

YHCA's, Neighborhood Centers, Recreation Centers,
Community Resource Centers, Libraries, Schools
and Churches.

The range of these facilities de-

picts the range of needs in today's society.
None the less the town center conti'nued to
These needs are expressed in the following two
deteriorate due to the sprawling growth of cities
examples of a Community Resource Center and a
and the intrusion of the automobile.

With
Citizens' Advice Bureau.

5prawling growth, most of the residents 1 ive
further and further from the town center.
More convenient shopping centers have sprung
up away from the town center.

This has reduced

their feeling of belonging there.

At the same

time, heavy auto traffic has made the town
center a less pleasant place to be.

6

This

urban sprawl has resulted in the shopping mall
replacing the town center.

The shopping mall

provides shopping services, but it does not

A comprehensive approach was used in the
planning of Pontiac, Michigan's Human
Resource Center where programs have been
offered for all age groups and are designed to serve people throughout their
entire lives. The center combines a
series of mini-elementary schools, a
nursery school, adult education spaces,
a community extension, and a library.
In addition, there are places which offer
social services, there is a medical and
dental clinic, and a range of recreation
spaces, including a theater, gymnasium,
dance hal 1, and restaurant, as wel 1 as
lounges and meeting rooms. The Human
Resource Center represents the first
multi-use venture in the United States
where funds from Federal, State, County,
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.
1ega 1 , f'1nanc1a
• 1 an d tax questions.
.
lO
concerning

and City governments, and funds of the
Board of Education are combined in a
capital investment. Citizen involvement is an integral part of the planning
for the center, which is governed by a
Community Executive Board. Standards
are high, and any agency which does
not fu~fill its goal is asked to
leave.

In the annual report of 1972-73, there is a description of an ideal Advice Bureau.

In 1939 the Citizen's Advice Bureau was instituted
in Great Britain.

Its goal was to provide a

"central point of reference for individuals who
needed advice, information or explanation in relation to wartime arrangements such as rationing
and evacuation. 119 Following the war the goals
changed to provide information and advice concerning
the many problems that arise in everyday life, such
as explaining legislation and assisting citizens to
benefit from services provided by the state.

There

are currently 1000 Citizen Advice Bureaus in London.
The staffing of the Bureaus consists of volunteers
and a paid administrator.

Specialist advice

sessions are also held in the Bureau, paricularly

It would be on the main shopping street,
frequently next door to the School
Services Department. It would have a
coffee bar, not grander nor less grand
than other coffee bars on the High Street,
but you could also enter the Advice
Bure~u direct from the street. The
windows could have a professional display
about new services and about how to buy and
what were the local happenfngs. There
would be a pin board telling about things
people wanted to sell or buy and what
notices about any accon:imodat:ion or offer.
There would be a side entrance for people
who waht to sneak in unobserved. But
behind this facade we would have our
highly trained general advice workers
backed up by specialists on housfng
problems and consumer problems with a
dlsplay of best busy and what you should
look for when making a purchase. We
would have forms to apply for every
benefit that was an offer and would
help people to claim all 40-odd if they
were eligible. Upstairs would be the
lawyers offering a twenty-four hour
service ready to go off to court, tribunal,
or pol ice station at the drop of a hat.
Accountants and surveyors would give us
regular evenings of volunteer help each
week, We would be manned 24 hours a day.
At the back of the Center with separate
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entrance would be a community center and a
community work~rs' entrance, -- Th e re would be
rooms •J'lhere groups could meet--playgroups with an adventure playground,
the aged, the disabled, the noisy
teenagers, the youth club, the mothers,
the group anonymous, and the groups
vociferous. linked with the community
worker would be the broad-based, local
groups who helped themselves and decided
what they wanted for their community. 11

Conclusion
This evolution of community centers, open spaces
and facilities, reinforces the social need to
maintain the identity and awareness of the community.

The sense of place is extremely important

and the co11lll)Ltnication of services to the community
must be apparent and easily accessible to everyone.
The center must be highly visible, and this visi~
bility should extend inside the facility in order
for the people to feel that it is their center
and that it is real in their eyes.
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PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
The alternative to designing the
environment with man in mind is
to do it with power, greed, and
self-aggrandizement in mind.
Professional architects and
planners are not even called
upon for any advice by the
majority of developers and
speculators who, among others,
shape so much of the built
environment. 1

be heard to ask, "Why are architects
and planners so insensitive in what
they put up and expect us to live
with? Why do they so often leave
out just what we think is so important?"
The reasons for both questions lie in
the way we have been going about designing the built environment; to do
something about having a more compatible
environment will require a revolution in
theory and practice.2

One such theory is to become involved or part of
People are the most important ingredient of archi-

that environment for a period of time in order to

tectural design.

experience at first hand what the problems of the

They must occupy the buildings

that are built and live with the environment that

environment are, consequently becoming better

is created.

qualified and more sensitive to the wants and

Therefore, it is vitally important

that people should have input in the design of the

needs of the people in that environment.

environment.

The following are excerpts describing this aspect
of people participation.
Architects and planners may be heard to
ask, "Why are people so stubborn or misguided as not to use the places and
spaces we design--either not at all
or not in the right way?" People may

In order to regain human concern for environmental quality, more attention should be
dtrected towards methods of participation
without the encumbrances of technological
obstacles.3

It is important when dealtng with the participants
to be sensitive to the involvement of these
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participants.
Overzealous attempts of total involvement of community residents in all
stages of the design process may lead
to early withdrawal, particularly if
progress toward implementation is not
evident.4

people want.
The direction I propose is toward uncovering a means for fulfilling the conceptual
gap between what we do to make and change
the environment and what people require
from their environment. Abstractly, I am
suggesting a theory of human nature for
environmental design.7

Not only is involvement important, but communi'cation
between those who are involved is important.

To begin to understand these needs, designers have

The basis for participatory democracy
lies in a volunteer society whereby
citizens can work in partnership with
public and private efforts to accommodate human and environmental needs.
Citizen participation can no longer be
used as a last resort, but must be
seen as a vital resource in implementing
a quality environment.5

have to become familiar with social and behavioral
changes in today's society.
Within the last thirty years or so the
pendu 1um has swung from be 1 i ef to disbe 1 i ef that the social and behavioral
sciences could be the source of wisdom
for environmental designers.8

An important element to assist in understanding the

The urban renewal projects and new highways of the

problems of people and their environment ts a

1950~s were found to be socially and personally

brief.

detrimental to its inhabitants.9

We find that a highly detailed brief
is essential from which and on which
to "grow" a design. It is vital to
determine the limitations, When
they are truly defined--and understood-then one is free to work.6
This theory and practice is the hope to solve this
problem between what designers create and what

In the 1960's poverty and political
powerlessness were found to be the
factors influential on unwelcome consequences of environmental changes for
urban and black populations especially,
and so professionals not only in the
social sciences, but in environmental
design as well began to use their
expertise as "advocates for deprived
groups in the area of public policy ma k i n g . 1 il 0
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This planning is important to fulfill the needs of

because the architect is supposed to know more

people.

about architecture than the client.

When dwellers control the major decisions
and are free to make their own contribution to the design, construction to
the design, construction or management
of their housing, both the process and
the environment produced simulate
individual and social well-being. When
people have no control over, nor responsibility for key decisions in the housing
process, dwelling environments may instead
become a barrier to personal fulfillment
and a burden on the economy. 11

The answer to this conflict lies in the
definition and image of the architect's
function. His creative role has to be
tempered by his understanding of human
needs. Just as he takes into account
building and planning regulations,
economic and other such considerations,
he cannot these days produce a work of
art per seat the expense of the people.
It is this marriage of interests, and in
his understanding that the architect's
truly creative role resides. 14

A means of visualizing the future of man
in his environment that brings together
the inevitable inventions of science and
technology with our increasing insights
into human development and fulfillment
is missing.12

Participation, citizen participation,
consultation, are fashionable phrases
at the moment and many people feel that
much too much is being said about the
process and that very little has been
done about it. The importance of real
participation in practice can hardly
be over-estimated, provided that the
right participatory approach is used in
the right circumstances and is acted
upon after the problem has been identified. Participation must not become a ·
mere cosmetic attempt to appease people
or to hide other considerations. 15

What element will visualize and make this connection
between science technology and human development?
Knowing about human needs is an important first step, understanding these
needs a vital second, but evoking
and expressing them through their
translation in built form is a
culminant third. It is demanded
of the architect and becomes the
critical factor. 13

Harry Sanoff in his book, Designing with Community
Participation, is a strong believer in participation to solve the problems of today's

Many times, the architect feels that he is inenvironment.
hibited when a client tells them what to do
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It is my belief that many enviornmental
problems requiring technical guidance
can best be solved through the active
participation of those affected by the
design decision. 16
It is not a romantic idea but a recognition that
users have a particular expertise different than,
but equally important to, that of the designer. 17
Public awareness must be approached
through public participation. The
reward for participation is power.
People will join together if it is
clear that change can and will occur.
Participation can function if it is
active, directed and a sense of
achievement is experienced by those
who get involved. 18

Conclusion
Participatory design is extremely important in the
field of architecture because many problems can be
avoided by communicating and understanding those
who we design for.

Once again, it is people we

design for and it is people who are the most important ingredient of architecture.

It becomes the

obligation of the architect to design for people.

But less and less does the designer know the
people to live in the environment he ma ke s .
Somehow he must . 11 19

11
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CONTEXTURAL DESIGN
What Quatremiere De Quincy, a French
critic of architecture, wrote around
1800 in his Dictionnaire d' Architecture applies again today: ..
Type presents less the image of
something to copy or imitate, completely, than the idea of an
element itself has to serve as a
role for the model ... everything
is more or less vague in the type. 1

of abstraction and simplification of building
types and masses indigenous to the particular
neighborhood that enables architecture of different eras and ideologies to form a coherent
architectural culture.

4 Conceptually, additions

to existing buildings may be a reproduction of
the original building, an abstract of it, a
Contextural design has become an architectural issue
background building, or a sympathetic contrast
in the last decade as a result of the emphasis on
to the original building.
adaptive reuse, renovation and return to the city.
The recent interpretation of contexturalism
in America involves, imitating or reforming
to what is around. And around means the
pluralistic elements of architecture,
confused and animated by ornamental,
expressionastic, and sentimental values.2

Reproduction
Reproduction must be more than blind copying.

designer must thoroughly understand the stylistic

One example of a current contextural approach is

language of the original bui I ding to be able to

la Tendenza (Italian Rationalism) where the idea

reassemble the parts afresh.

is to involve memories of space, building types
and urban building elements. 3

The approach of

Abstraction

many Post Modern examples is the simulation of

The intent of abstraction is to achieve harmony

elements in the neighborhood.

between the old and new by recreating the

It is the visage

The
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essence of the original building without reproducing

Conclusion

it in toto.

Generally, this is done by designing an

The essense of designing within an existing

addition with massing similar to the original build-

architectural fabric is the abstraction and

ing, but substituting contemporary details.

simplification of building types and masses
indigenous to the neighborhood.

Not only is

Background

it important that a new design fit within the

Focusing one's attention on the existing building

existing architectural fabric, but in this

and designing the addition in the least obtrusive

instance, the comprehensive community center

manner will allow the addition to become a back-

needs to portray an informal image and be

ground building.

accessible and highly visible to the community.

Focusing attention is effective

when the addition is much larger than the existing

This image therefore suggests to the user that

building.

there is someone inside to which he can relate.

Sympathetic Contrast
Another approach is adding to contrast new with
old.

Thus increases the appreciation of both

styles.

The contrast is usually between the solid-

ness of existing buildings to the transparency of
the new. 5
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CASE STUDY
Neighborhoods:

A Self-help Sampler

Designer/Author
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Office of Neighborhoods, Voluntary Associates
and Consumer Protection

Project/Program Description
This resource tells the story of what people
across the country have done to revitalize their
communities.

The book demonstrates that it is

through their energies, skills and caring that
the towns and cities of our nation will be rebuilt and maintained.

Concept
President Carter's urban policy which stresses
the partnership of government, private business
and citizens, "drawing on the sense of community
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and voluntary effort that is alive in America, and

of this Self-help Sampler.

on the loyalty that Americans feel for their

write:

neighborhoods. 111

Neighborhood:

To obtain a copy,

A Self-help Sampler

Office of Neighborhoods
Pertinent Elements

Voluntary Associations and Consumer
Protection

This book is a vital resource to any community
revitalization effort.

It not only documents

Department of Housing and Urban
Development

projects in categories such as getting started,
Housing Rehabilitation, Economic Development,
Arts and Culture, Neighborhood Improvements and

Order from:
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20440

Social Services, but it has appendices that serve
Cost $5.50
to introduce more resources and organizations,
Federal Government Technical Assistance Resource
Directory, The Private Sector, Matching Federal
Programs and Technical Assistance to Self-help
Projects and in Annotated Biography.

This resource has much too much pertinent information to document in this manuscript.

Therefore,

it is important that the community purchase a copy
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CASE STUDY
South Side Settlement, Columbus, Ohio

Designer
Studio Works:

Architects, Craig Hodgetts and

Robert Mongurian, Los Angeles, California

Project Description
The South Side Settlement is a neighborhood
center to provide new facilities that might
also encourage revival of its neighborhood.

Concept
To fit the center into the neighborhood by massing
rather than detailing,

none of the buildings are

larger than a regular neighborhood house.

The

buildings are marked out separately as masses and
different functions.

The complex is made up of a

clinic, gymnasium, workshops, theater, and a
central administration building with kitchen.
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Pertinent Elements
The most public part of the complex is tilted
off the symmetrical axis to create an entry.
With distinct building separation, this allows
residents to enter those buildings that are
important.

Two main entrances allow for a formal entry into
the clinic and the second an informal entry into
the community center.

The administration house divides the space into
two courts, one covered to serve as the gymna s ium,
and the other is left open to the a ir.

2

The South Side Settlement is an important
example because it touches forthrightly
on so many issues of architectural theory
and practice today, unlike the pluralistic
interpretations of Post Modernism which
obscure them. Seeking a redefinition of
architecture, Hodgetts and Manguarian
have created an architecture based on
instinctive belief in social and cultural
harmony in the environment.3

(,9

CASE STUDY
Pi lot Center - fi 11 ing in Over the Rhine,
Cincinatti, Ohio

Designer
Evans Woolen Associates, Indianapolis, Indiana

Project Description
The Pilot Center is a good example of many concepts such as infill, mixed use and neighborhood
context that have been put to good use in an at-

--

tempt to solve today's urban problems.

Concept
Complex is four separate recreation and socialservice facilities which fill gaps between
existing buildings that surround an interior
green space.

The purpose for separation was to

provide local residents with a familiar context
rather than a bold and impressive new architectural
statement that would run the risk of being forbidding
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Pertinent Elements
The largest of the four buildings is the recreation center which contains:
1.

2.
3.

skating ring
game rooms
craft rooms

4.
5.

swimming pool
gym

Senior Citizen Center provides:
1.
2.
3.

low cost meals
recreation
education

Parent Child Facility houses:
1.
2.

Montessori school
day care center

Hub Services building is the heart of the center
and it contains:
1.

------~->

----------~--

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

1arge community room
a. local meetings
b. parties
c. weddings
d. movies
employee training
placement services
free store
small health service
post office4
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CASE STUDIES
Ann Mason Building, Lorton, Virginia

Designer/Author
Philip Ives Associates

Problem/Project Description

- ./

The addition of a new visitors center for a small
eighteenth-century home of Revolutionary War figure

_,,/

-

~

-

·~~~~~~---------

George Mason is really a large addition to a recent

structures in scal e , yet they are clearly fr om

archive office building.

the present time.

Roof slopes echo rural Georgian

lives and materials such as slate roofs and brick
Concept

walls retain those of the eight e enth-century Gun-

To make the building visible, but yet compatible.

s ton Hall.

The frustration avoid s competition with

the existing by being similar in propo rtion to the
Pertinent Elements

existing or completely different su ch as the

The new facility includes a large auditorium, ex-

clerestories.

hibition and reception spaces and restrooms in a

it is so sympathetic in its design that it comple-

fairly large building that looks like a series of

ments the landmark which it serves. 5

small ones.

The facility appears to be small

The building is highly visibl e , yet
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CASE STUDY
Neighborhood Center

Pertinent Elements
Allow the citizens a chance to plan and program

Designer/Author

their own needs.

Pau 1 Gi 1bert

cate existing facilities.
community.

Supplement, but do not dupliAccommodate the entire

Make the best use of each space that

Project/Program Description

is provided in an attempt to offer as many acti-

A thesis presented to the Faculty at the College of

vities as po ssible.

Architecture, Clemson University, as partial ful-

a schedule or by partitions, therefore double

fillment of the requirements for the degree of

functioning can be provided.

Bachelor of Architecture.

outdoors whenever possible.

The project is a hypo-

This can be accomplished by

Take indoor spaces
Use a common space

thetical neighborhood center that will provide the

to produce interaction among all groups of the

citizens of Hampden, Baltimore, Maryland, facilities

community.

to enrich their lives through recreation, develop-

the character of the neighborhood, and become an

ment of creative skills, and social interaction.

integral part of the area.

The neighborhood center . should reflect

The center should not

be monumental yet it must provide the community
Concept

something of which it can be proud a nd with which

Provide children with recreational and educational

it can identify.

opportunities.

an

Hampden.

Plan for and with the community of

Provide an adequate neighborhood facility.

Improve the physical environment of Hampden.

11

The interior must prove to be

experience 11 to make citizens \</ant to be there.

A "sense of community" is stressed by allowing
the citizens to participate in maintaining
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and governing the recreation center themselves.

CONCLUSION

Most importantly, the spaces included in a neigh-

These case studies become a resource and a

borhood center should offer more facilities than

design tool.

services.

is not in documenting the entire example but

This way, the individual can choose

what he wants to do, and the building will be
able to serve him.

6

The value of the case studies

in documenting the pertinent elements that
pertain to one's specific project or problem.
It is these case studies that formed a good
foundation of understanding of the essential
elements that are necessary to design a community center.
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FUNDING SOURCES

The funding sources described below are documented

job opportunities to low income and minority

in the Greenville Central Area Action Plan, pre-

residents.

pared by Crane Associates, Inc.

increases in each quarterly funding cycle.

My purpose is to

list possible sources that the community could

2.

Competition for available grants

Section 108 Loans allow low-interest borrowing

utilize in general, but not any one specific

secured by future Community Development Block

project.

Grant (CDBG) allocations.

Conventional CDBG

priorities suggest use of these funds only
Major public improvement between 1968 and 1980

for traditional low income neighborhood

has been funded principally through general

projects.

fund surpluses and federal grant programs including

3.

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)

Urban Development Action Grants and Economic De-

grants are provided by the Federal Government

velopment Administration Funds .

on a formula basis for local discretionary

These funding

sources have declined in the past year.

program use to serve low-income and minority
populations.

Funds are limited to housing

Federal Sources - General Development Assistance

rehabilitation loans, facade improvement

1.

grants, and consulting studies.

Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG) provide
leveraged funds available to local government

4.

Small Business Administration Loans are loans

to provide gap financing or public improvement

which provide less than market loan funds to

costs for private projects which will provide

support new and growing small businesses.
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Local Government Funds
1.

2.

3.

General Fund and General Revenue Sharing

Assuming· a favorable response from the court

Funds:

it will provide a useful vehicle to finance

These funds are applicable to public

open space and land acquisition expenditures

such improvements as parking, land acquisition,

of small or moderate scope.

landscaping, other physical improvements and

Revenue Bonds are retired by revenues gener-

loans.

ated by operations of parking facilities.

taxes arising from a development plan in a

Actual amounts will depend on prevailing

designated district may be used to retire

interest rates at the time the bonds are

public indebtedness incurred to support the

issued .

plan.

General Obligation Bonds are amortized by
general municipal tax revenues.

4.

The tax law provides that all the new

The total

General Government Funds

amount of bonds is limited to 8 percent of

Other County, State and Federal Sources:

the total municipal assessed valuation.

include federal housing subsidies, remaining

Estimated bonding capacity is approximately

funds in llUD or EDA programs such as neighborhood

$4 million at present.

facility grants, and state/fe deral funding of

It will rise to $6.2

These

million in 1985 and $10 million by 1991.

construction of government office space or court

Tax Increment Bonds have recently been

facilities.

authorized by the State of South Carolina.

sources may reach $40 - 45 Million by 1991.

It has yet to be tested in the courts.

Total funds available through these
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General Obligation Bonds
Present City Assessment: (1)
Local Assessment

$32,439,302

State Assessment

19,038,330

$51,477,632

Bonding Capacity in 1991
( 100%)
(75 %)
NOTES:
(1)

Reassessment Estimates:

(2)

80% Increase of Local
Assessment: (2)
Total New Estimate:

25,951,441
$77,429,073

General Obligation Capacity (3)
(8% of Tota 1)

(3)
(4)

6,194,000

Total in 1985 (at 5%
Annual Increase (4)
Total in 1991

7,432,000
10,089,000

(5)

Tax Increment Bonds
Increase in Assessed
Va 1ue 1985:

(5)

Tax Revenues (197 miles 2/3 of
present total mi 1lage) (6)
Bonding capacity at 10%
for 15 years (100%)
(75%)

(7)

Increased in assessed value
1991 (5)
(increase of 8. 1 million
1985-1991)

19,500,000
14,600,000

$4,900,000
965,300

(6)

7,340,000
5,500,000
(7)
13,000,000

Based on data provided by the County Assessor I s Office
Preliminary estimate: reassessment for the
City of Greenville and Central Area will not
be completed until mid-1982.
General obligation bonding capacity is
limited to 8% of the municipality's assessed
base by State law.
5% annual increase is based on increases in
the property assessed by the State, and
personal property tax increases for the
1975-1980 period. This figure does not
include tax base increases due to projects
within the proposed central area tax increment redevelopment district.
Increases in assessed value are computed at
4% for residential projects and 6% for commercial projects summarized in Private Investment Targets. These figures do not
include appreciation in value of adjacent
properties, or properties purchased by
public agencies and removed from the tax
rolls.
The net gain in tax revenues upon reassessment is limited to 1% by State law. As a
result, an increase in the assessed base
will be accompanied by a comparable drop
in the millage rate. The 197 mil rate
includes City and County rates.
The 15-year limit is based on statutory
limits for tax increment bonds to be issued
without formal prior approval by taxing
jurisdictions other than the City which
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collect taxes within the district. 100% and
75 % limits reflect potential relationship of
bond amortization amounts to total tax increments generated by new projects within the
district.

Funding Sources Requiring New Authorizing
Legislation
1.

Tax Exempt Industrial Revenue Bonds or
Housing Mortgage Revenue Bonds may provide
additional low-interest financing resources
if recent court setbacks can be overcome.

2.

New Tax Revenues such as local accommodations
tax or Special Improvement District taxation
may be possible by 1991, but are not currently
include d in public financing estimates.

3,

General Obligations Bonds Secured by Specific
Tax Levies are possible to go beyond the
normal 8% General Obligation Bond limit.

4.

Private Pro-Bono Investments include private
charitable contributions and limited dividend
investments as represented in the Greenville
Commons Project.

1
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Added Resources
The resources listed below are organizations that
can be written to for further information concerning
the nationalization of our nation's communities.
These resources were obtained from the publication
People Power:

What Communities Are Doing to Counter

Inflation, published by U.S. Office of Consumer
Affairs.

National Consumer's League
1522 K Street, N.W., Suite 406
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 797-7600
National Council of Senior Citizens
1511 K Street , N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 347-8800
National Self-help Clearinghouse
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
(212) 840-7606

Campaign for Human Development (CHD)
United States Catholic Conference
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 659-6650

National Self-help Resource Center
2000 S. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 7.0009
(202) 338-5704

Center for Community Change
1000 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 338-3134

Neighborhood Information Sharing Exchange
1725 K Street, N.W., Suite 1212
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 293-2813

Consumer Education Resource Network (CERN)
1555 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 600
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209
(703) 522-0870

Rural America
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-2800

National Center for Appropriate Technology
P.O. Box 3838
Butte, Montana 59701
( 406) 494-4577

United States Office of Consumer Affairs
621 Reporters Building
Washington, D.C. 20201
(202) 755-8810
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Volunteer: The National Center for Citizen
Involvement
1214 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 467-5560
Youth Project
1555 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Room 501
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 483-0030

CONCLUSION
This area of funding is extremely important
to the community and to the execution of any
community project.

It is the responsibility

of the community and their funding committee
to utilize this information in any form that

How People Get Power
McGraw Hill Paperbacks
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
Send $2.95
Neighborhood: A Self-help Sampler Office of
Neighborhoods, Voluntary Associations and
Consumer Protection
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Order from U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402 $5.50
Private Funding for Rural Programs
National Rural Center
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 Free

would assist the community.

SITE ANALYSIS

EX I ST I NG CENTER
ANOTATED SKETCHES
PERTINENT ELEMENTS
SITE EVALUATION
CLIMATIC EVALUATION
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EXISTING CENTER
The Southernside Block Partnership, Inc. initially

ope ne d its doors in March 1982 after l ong hard

intended to establish a halfway house on West

work by the city and community and has become

Washington Street but when the only suitable

the base for further community projects and

house was sold, the Partnership diverted its

the overall revitalization of the Southernside

attention to the Community Center Project.

Community.

The Community Development Department of Greenville advised the Partnership that a house was
being inspected on West Washington Street for
a possible Community Center to be bought by the
city.

This residence would be leased to the

residents and operated and maintained by the
residents at no further cost to the city.

The

community developed a proposal accepting the
responsibility for operating and maintaining
the center.

The city accepted the proposal in

June 1981, and money was appropriated for the
purchase and renovation of the residence into
the Southernside Community Center.

The center
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ACTIVITIES

PRESrnT
PROPOSED
SCHEDULING
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PRESENT
Presently the center accommodates many different
activities and does so through scheduling and
rnanipul~tion of spaces within the center.

These

activities originated from many discussions in
community meetings, interviews and in meetings
among the Partnership board members.

Each ac-

tivity was the result of some one volunteering
their time and expertise to supervise, teach or
participate in these activities.

The activities

~

chosen are very important in that they try to
improve the awareness of the people, improve
one's skill in many activities and allow for
leisure or active participation in activities.
The underlying element throughout these activities is that they were designed and developed
by the residents, conse~uently making the activities much more meaningful and pers onal.
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Existing Activities Schedule
Hours~ 1.0:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Tuesday-Friday
Senior Citizens' Luncheon - 12:00-1:00 p.m., Tuesday-Friday
Monday - Center Closed
Planning

- Mrs. Elaine Gentry

Staff Development

- Mrs. Nell Culpepper

Committee Meetings

- Mrs. Betty Alverson

Tuesday Activities

Age Range

Senior Citizens

60 up

Pre-school Story Hour

2-6

1-2

p.m.

Staff

Adult Education

16-up

2-3

p.m.

Mrs. R. Edwards
Mrs. L. Anderson
Mrs. E. Demons

Scout Meetings
(2nd & 4th Tuesdays)

8-14

3:30-4:30 p.m.

Mr. Eligh
Mr. D. Sizer
Mr. Tingl in

4-H Club
(1st & 2nd Tuesdays)

9-13

3:30-4:30 p.m.

Ms. L. Russel
Ms. N. Boozer
Ms. S. Jackson

Tutorial Program

6-12

4:30-5:30 p.m.

Furman University
M. P. Franki in

Men's Community Counseling

Adult

7:00-8:00 p.m.

Mini s ters of District #2

Time
10-12 a.m.

Instructor
Staff
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Wednesday Activities

Age Range

Senior Citizens

60-up

10:00 -12:00

Staff

Bible Study

Open

1 :00-2:00 p.m.

Mrs. Nell Culpepper
Mrs. Lila Mae Brock

Sewing and Knitting Classes

Open

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Ms. B. Griffin
Ms. S. Lampkin
Ms. G. Ha 11

Athletics

Open

3:00-5:00 p.m.

Mr. H. Edwards
Mr. F. Sweat

Music Appreciation and Piano Classes

Open

5:00-6:00 p.m.

Mr. Stanton Greggs

Senior Citizens

60-up

10:00-12:00

Staff

Game Room Activities

Open

1 :00-2:00 p.m.

Staff

Garden Club

Open

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Mrs. L. Davis

Arts and Crafts

Open

3: 15-4: 15 p.m.

Mrs. L. Riley
Rev. Whitenberg
Mrs. E. Carter
Ms. M. Norris

Tutorial Program

13-18

4:30-5:30 p.m.

Mr. J. Vaughn
Rev. J. Fleming
Mrs. L. Fleming

Time

Instructor

Thursday Activities
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Friday Activities

Age Range

Senior Citizens' Activities

60-up

10:00-12:00

Staff

Story Hour

Open

1 :00-2:00 p.m.

Staff

Cooking Classes

Open

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Mrs. T. Riley

Teen Counseling

13-19

3:00-4:00 p.m.

Time

Instructor

Drug & Alcohol
1st & 3rd Fridays

Mr. J. Vaughn
Rev. Adson

Education I
2nd & 4th Fridays

Mr. Lancaster
Rev. Fleming

Rap Session

13-19

4:30-5:00 p.m.

Staff

Teen Activities & Recreation

13-19

5:00-6:00 p.m.

Ms. L. Ro 11 i son
Ms. D. Brockman
Ms. G. Chestnut

Center will be available upon request for special events and meetings after closing.
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PROPOSED

SCHEDULIMG

Through much discussion concerning the present

The scheduling and understanding of these exist-

community center and the development of a Com-

ing and added activities begin to determine what

prehensive Community Center, the community added

is needed spatially in the Comprehensive Com-

activities that would not only reinforce the

munity Center and which activities are suitable

existing activities but add what activities

to share a space and which need their own space.

they did not have because of space.

The conclusions to determine the spaces required

These

activities are:
Photography
Building skills education
Southernside culture
Day care
Family health services
Team activities
Social activities
Community activities
Job training
Satellite social programs
Indoor recreation and its support
Outdoor recreation
Outdoor community activities

were based upon an activities analysis whose
criteria were
Activity name
Activity description
Instructor
Age range
Day and time
Type and character of space
Spatial needs
Physical size
Conclusion
The concluding statement would state the com-

These activities along with the existing activities

patibility of the activity with other activities

are the basis for the development of the Compre-

to decide which activities can share a space and

hensive Community Center.

which need their own space.
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Community mtqs. (15-20 )
Cooking class
Garden club
Music study
Sewing/knittinq
Game activities
Teen activities
Senior citizens
Arts/crafts
Pre-school
Story hour
Comm. Center Planning
Staff seminars
Committee mtqs.
Mens counselino
Rap session
Ed. counsel i no
Druo/a 1coho 1 counse li ng '
4-H Club
Tutorial program (6-12 )
Tutorial prooram (1 3-19 )
Adult educat i on
Bible study
I
Scout meetings
i
Photography
Bui ldino s ki l l ed.
I
Southerns i de cult ure
I
Day care
Family heal th
Dining
Larqe soc i al ac t i v i t i es
Team athletics
Job training
Satellite social programsi
Community mtgs. (25-50 )
Community mtgs . (50- 300)

•

::r

(.C
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Conclusion
Existing Activities--Sharing of Space

Existing Activities - -Special Spaces

Activities that can share a space if the acti-

The activity needs its own space because of its

vity is scheduled properly because their spatial

spatial requirements.

requirements are nonrestricting.
I.

Community meetings ( 15-25)

1.

Cooking class (kitchen)

2.

Staff development seminars

2.

Garden c 1ub

3.

Committee meetings

3.

Music study

4.

Men's community counseling

4.

Sewing and knitting classes

5.

Rap session

5.

Game activities

6.

Educational counseling

6.

Teen activities

7.

Drug and alcohol counseling

7.

Senior citizen activities

8.

4-H Club

8.

Arts and crafts

9.

Tutorial program (6-12)

9.

Pre-school story hour

10.

Tutorial program (13-19)

1o.

Story hour

11.

Adult education

11.

Community center planning

12.

Bib 1e study

13.

Scout meetings
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Added Activities--Sharing of Space

Added Activities--Special Spaces

Added activities that can share a space if the

The added activity needs its own space because

activity is scheduled properly because their

of its spatial requirements.

spatial requirements are nonrestrictive.
1.

Job training

1.

Dining

2.

Satellite social programs

2.

.Photography

3,

Large social activities

3,

Building skills education

4.

Team athletics and support

4.

Southernside heritage

5,

Community meetings (25-50)

5,

Day care

6.

Community meetings (50-300)

6.

Family health services

PROGRAM

SPACE
ACTIVITIES
TYPE AND CHARACTER OF SPACE
SPATIAL NEEDS
PHYSICAL SIZE
CONCLUSION
PROGRAM SUMMARY
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SPACE

Lobby

SPACE

Ce nter's Director's Office

ACTIVITIES

Lounging and relaxing.
Receiving center and community
i n format i on .

J\CTIVITIES

Planning

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Place of orientation and
receiving of information.
A welcoming space that projects the idea of community.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Office that is open enough tha t
it is private , yet have enough
space supervision and a welcoming atmospl1e re.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Well lighted space with
lounging furniture, bulletin
boards, public telephones.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Needs superv1s1on of lobby
space, lounge , club rooms .
and social hall-gymnasium.
Recornmend a shower dressing
area, (showe r, toilet, laundry,
clothes closet, first aid).

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 300 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 300 S.F.

CONCLUSION

Needs to be adjacent to and
be accessible to the director's
office.

CONCLUSION

Needs his own offi ce.
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SPACE

Southernside Heritage

SPACE

Meeting Rooms

ACTIVITIES

Story hour
Southernside Heritage

ACTIVITIES

Training center, adult education
Staff development seminar, 4H
Club, Bible story, Tutorial pro grams, scout meetings, committee
meetings, Men's community counseling, Rap session, satellite social
programs, educational counseling,
drug and alcohol

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Located along high circulation
to get more use out of it.
Attractively furnished so
people will want to go in to
read and learn about their
heritage.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

A multi-purpose room, that has
both the atmosphere of a learning
and meeting environment. Flexible space that allows for large
and small group learning and
meeting sessions.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Adjustable shelves, not higher
than 5', should be located
along one wal 1. Informal
furniture, round tables,
straight back chairs, low stools,
easy chairs, 1 ibrarian's desk,
magazines.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Classroom furniture, good
lighting and acoustics, chalk
board, bulletin board, chairrail or wainscoat.

PHYSICAL SIZE

600 S.F. or 25 S.F. per person

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 400 S.F. and 600 S.F.
15 S.F. per person

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
space because of its spatial
needs and its need to be open
a 11 the t i rne .

CONCLUSION

These spaces because of their
spatial needs can share a
common space if scheduled
properly.
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SPACE

Kitchen

SPACE

Dining/Lounge

ACTIVITIES

Cooking

ACTIVITIES

Eating lunch for the young,
elderly and the soup kitchen
program. Relaxing.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Similar to a high school
home economics room that
is flexible. Should be
available to social hallgymnasium.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Very pleasant space that can
accommodate both young and
old. Views toward the outdoors
yet separated and semi-public
in character.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

All the accommodations of
a modern kitchen.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Large tables ~nd many chairs.
Access to the outdoors and
kitchen would be ideal. The
typical vending machines would
be needed.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Free floor space of 54" wide
Minimum 256 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 300 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs a special
space because of its requirements and physical needs.

CONCLUSION

This space needs its own space
because of its functional
character. If extra space is
needed, it could possibly
borrow space from adjacent
rooms.
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SPACE

Arts and Crafts Room

SPACE

Music Room

ACTIVITIES

Arts and crafts

ACTIV I Tl ES

Music appreciation
Piano classes

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Studio environment, lighted
very well and a flexible,
yet ordered space. Lockers
should be included.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

One that makes you concentrate
on what you are doing without
being inhibited. Corner of
room devoted for the piano.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Water hook ups; sink with
clay trap.
Storage space
Preferably high ceilings
Provision for gas, compressed
air.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Good acoustics
Sufficient room for a recital
of varying sizes.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 600 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 600 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
special space because of
its special needs.

CONCLUSION

The activity can share a space
if scheduled properly, but it
would be desirable to have its
own space.
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SPACE

Senior Citizens' Room

SPACE

Day Care Room

ACTIVITIES

Senior citizens' activities

ACTIVITIES

Pre -school care
Pre-school story hour

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

A sense of openness, allowing
the mind to dream and be
heard. Need to promote interaction with other people.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Pleasant space that is open
and flexibile that allows
for many different pre-school
activities from story hour to
sleeping. An outdoor, e nclosed play space.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Sufficient space for physical
activities such as exercise,
and/or table top games.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Special lavatory facilities,
space alloted per child.
Max. # of children per room;
scaled down furniture, chalk
board and bulletin boards.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 800 S.F.
PHYSICAL SIZE

Varies, depending on# of
children 600 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activity can be shared,
but it is desirable that it
have its own space because
of its spatial needs.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
space because of its spatial
needs and also the need to
be available all the time.
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SPACE

Outdoor Basketball Courts

SPACE

Children's Recreation

ACTIVITIES

Outdoor basketball

ACTIVITIES

All kinds of children's
outdoor activities.
Sand box
Monkey bars
Swings, etc.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

An inviting space, preferably
not fenced in, but open.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

An open, yet controllable
and observable space. Needs
to be shaded to prevent heat
build up. A space that promotes
fun.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Needs sufficient drainage
and durable surface and
equipment.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Needs to have visual control
from the community center.
The ground should he soft,
preferably play grass.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Depends on site accommodation,
preferably 2 courts.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Varies depending on equipment
and space provided.

CONCLUSION

It is important that the playground area is located in close
proxi1nity to the community
center and day care center, so
that child supervision is
ea s ily obtainable.

CONCLUSION

The location of the basketball
courts is yery important to
the sense of the community
because of the existing basketball courts are considered the
center of the community today.
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SPACE

Family Health Room

SPACE

Family Room

ACTIVITIES

Family health services

ACTIVITIES

Sewing
Knitting
Crocheting

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

An exam room that is private
and allows a visiting physician
to see a patient. Needs all
the equipment required.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Combination ordered (sewing
machine) and group oriented
for knitting/crocheting.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

The floor area below excludes
space such as vestibule, (4x4),
toilet (5x8), closet (3x5), and
work counter. Arrangement shall
permit at least 2 1 -8 11 at each
side and foot of exam table.

SPAT! AL
NEEDS

Good acoustics because of
machine noise. Sufficient
outlets to accommodate
machines. A good many
electrical outlets.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum Total Area 200 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 600 S.F.

CONCLUSION

This activity needs a special
space of its own because of
its spatial needs.

CONCLUSION

The activity can share a space,
but it is important that the
sewing machines have their own
area, therefore it is desirable
that the activity have its own
space.

11 I

SPACE

Greenhouse

SPACE

Dark Room

ACTIVITIES

Garden Club

ACTIVITIES

Photography
Printing
Developing

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Highly open space, environment
that promotes plant growth,
needs a great deal of sunlight

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Dark light proof room.
Very compact room with all
necessary equipment at arms
reach.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Good and proper orientation
water hook ups
storage (garden tools)
easily cleaned materials
south orientation

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Light tight space
Light proof doors
Light proof ventilators
H & C running water
Special light plugs, wall and
base; photographic sinks and
lights

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 200 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 100 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
special space because of
its spatial needs.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs a special
space of its own because of
its spatial needs and its
character of space.

11 2

SPACE

Community Open Space

SPACE

Building Skills Room

ACTIVITIES

Large to small community meeting/
gathering space, selling of
community produced goods, arts
and crafts, and food.
Community performances.

ACTIVITIES

Building ski 11 s

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Character and atmosphere that
promotes people interaction
and gathering. A space that
promotes spontaneous activities.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

This space can be an attractive
space, yet it will tend to be a
dirty space, therefore vacuums
are necessary. The activities
are noisy, they should be isolated from quieter areas.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Space should be open, yet shaded
to reduce heat build up during
the summer. Park benches and
landscape furniture, flat surfaces that allow for displaying
goods and services. Needs good
drainage and easy cleaning.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Electrical services from above
rather than floor. lockers
for storage. The materials
should be easily cleanable.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Depends on size accommodation

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 600 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The community open space is
vitally important to the
functioning of the comprehensive
community center and therefore
the design of this open space
needs careful study.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
space because of its spatial
needs and character of space.
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SPACE

Teen Activities Room

SPACE

Game Room

ACTIVITIES

Teen activities

ACTIVITIES

Ta bl e t enni s
Pool
Bi 11 i a rd s

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

A fun atmosphere, flexible
lighting and good acoustics
because of noise.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

A fun a tmo s ph e re

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Sufficient dimensions to
accommodate circulation in
and around machines and
table top games.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Suffici e nt dime ns ion s t o
accommod a te circulati on
around pool, billi a rd s
t a bl e

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 800 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 800 S.F.

CONCLUSION

Because of the nature of
this space and the organization of the game s and
tables, it would be best
if it had its own space.

CONCLU S IOt~

The ac tivity nee ds it s own
s pa ce be cause of it s spa ti a l
needs.

IJ 4

SPACE

Social Hall/Gymnasium

SPACE

Shower and Locker Rooms

ACTIVITIES

Social activities
Community meetings
Athletics
Performances

ACT IV I Tl ES

Shower, changing, clothes
storage

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

A space that is large and
open that can accommodate
many diverse activities

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Fairly well lighted room.
Materials used should be easily
cleanable. Floor material
should be slip proof. Adequate
ventilation of shovJers and
locker room is important. Access
to outdoor recreation is desirable.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

A space that allows seating
for an audience of 325 people.
A floor surface that is
durable and can accommodate
many different activities.
Ventilation of the space is
extremely important.

SPATIAL

Showers, need to accommodate
the handicapped, center of
shower raised and sloped
towards gutters. Mens 12 shower heads, Women - 6 group
shower heads, 3 individual
shower & dressing booths.

PHYSICAL SIZE

8000 S.F., 80x100 with minimum
of 22' ceiling height.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Mens 500 S.F.
Womens 500 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activities can share a
space if scheduled properly.

CONCLUSION

Because of the spatial needs,
it is necessary that the
activity has its own space.

NEEDS
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SPACE

Parking Lot

SPACE

Grass Field

ACTIVITIES

Vehicular parking

ACTI VI Tl ES

Pi ck-up footba 11
Outdoor frisbee
Vo 11 eyba 11
Sof tba 11
Etc.

TYPE ANO
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Space should be open as possible.
Paved, yet landscaped and
shaded to prevent heat build up.

TYPE ANO
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

An open and soft grassy
field.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

One parking space for every
200 sq. ft. of building floor
area . Also one handicapped
for 5% of tota 1.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Large enough to play pick-up
football and volleyball

PHYSICAL SIZE

Regular: 19'x9'
Handicapped: 19'x12'

PHYSICAL SIZE

Depends on the accommodation site

CONCLUSION

The location of this grassy
field will be determined by
the configuration and surplus
land that is available around
the comprehensive community
center.

CONCLUSION

The number of spaces will be
determined by the city building
code ordinance.
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SPACE

Maintenance Storage

SPACE

Equipment Storage

ACTIVITIES

Storage of maintenance
materi a 1s

ACTIV ITl ES

Equipment storage

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Usually located on the ground
floor, adjacent to outdoor
areas. It may have to house
rakes, shovels, hoses, marking
equipment, supplies, power
tools, hand tools, etc.

TYPE AND
CHARACTER
OF SPACE

Provision should be made for
storage of inflated balls,
bats, softballs, and other
supplies, either in separate
cabinets or special closets,
bins and shelves suggested.

SP1-\TI AL
NEEDS

H & C running water; sufficient
floor and wall outlets, shelving and cabinet storage, slop
sink, lavatory, W.C., clothes
closet, outdoor access
sufficiently large.

SPATIAL
NEEDS

Should have an opening 6 1 wide
with covered flush doors between social hall/gymnasium
and storage room; no raised
threshold.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 250 S.F.

PHYSICAL SIZE

Minimum 250 S.F.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
space because of its spatial
needs.

CONCLUSION

The activity needs its own
space because of its spatial
needs.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Spaces

Minimum Sguare Feet

Lobby

300

Center Director's Office

300

Community Meeting Rooms (10-20) 2@ 400 ea.

800

Community Meeting Room (20-40)

600

Counseling Rooms 2@ 250 ea.

500

Social Hall/Gymnasium

8,000

Shower/Locker Room (Men 500) (Women 500)

1,000

Game Room (Office)

1,000

Arts and Crafts Room (Office and Storage)

1,000

Music Room (Office and Storage)

l ,000

Day-Care Room (Office and Storage)

1,000

Green House

200

Dark Room

100

Family Room (Office and Storage)

1,000

Southernside Heritage Room (Office and Storage)

l ,000

Senior Citizens Room (Office and Storage)

1,000

Teen Activities Room

800

Kitchen

256

Dining/Lounge

300

Building Skills Room (Office and Storage)

1,000

Family Health Room

200

Maintenance Storage

250

Equipment St9ra...9.e

250

Net Square Feet

21,356
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Minimum Square Feet
Circulation 30%

6,556

Mechanical/Structural @ 15%

3,278

Rest Rooms (Local Code Requirements, approximately 10%)

2,185

Gross

33,875

Gross

33,875

- Ex i s t i ng Gro s s

3,351

Needed Expansion - Gross
Percent Expansion - Gross

30,524
Gross - Existing Gross x 100
Gross

33,875-335]
=

33,875

X

]00 = 90% Expan s ion

Actual Design Building - Gross

25,815

Bi-level Porch - Gross

10,928

Total Design - Gross

36,743

DESIGN CENTER

CONTEXTURAL SCALE OF FACILITY
RHYTHM ALONG WEST WASHINGTON STREET
LINEAR CONCEPT
BUILDING SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
DELINEATION OF BUILDING AND PORCH
OUTDOOR COMMUNITY SPACES
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CONTEXTURAL SCALE OF FACILITY
~l-!f, Al-.lD 111,.1() 0-1CJP-·(
?m2-Ur.;.TU!i!-0';.., 11-1rn1
WW-!OLl1? i:20'/Y T' (rt}0.

An important segment of the design is the mann e r

qn?~l&1Uf'fi;, ~ -

text of the community and West Washington Street.

in which the center fits within the given con-

1'.!?HI 1-.tAN,t.,'{

(

I chose to abstract and simplify the building

fB<;l ,;a '1 I~ .l-

type and massing that is indigenous to the community in my response to the contextural problem
of this design.

1l"~:f!IJl:i -rt.? 1--'1 N1-ITA11--l
c,1-t~,v:;~ AND ~Nt:
}o(.ltrH f;)(~.1ilH(,1 pa.i f·
i'(W? ~ 0 Ft:r:~r:Ff.-ITl,b-,l.
<::~L-8

·-th? ~~1"1 f-lct
uftil--1~;,
~ -11-le
COHHUl,Hi''(

The scale of the existing

center, the predominant residential scale and
the scale of West Washington Street were all
major precedents that greatly influen ced the
design of the center.
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RHYTHM ALONG WEST WASHINGTON STREET
The design attempted to pick up and reinforce
-nc.io mop---(/i
.--.
PJt.11t..011-1ci

the existing building rhythm along West Washing-

I

ton Street.

This rhythm exists as a three

dimensional solid void relationship beginning
at the Greenville Post Office, continuing on
to the site of the center and beyond the

uf'EN c?Pl'&e

center to the commercial development and the

r

Southernside Depot.

These relationships occur

both in plan and elevation, and are rein-n,Jo

~

1N? .?;,TOfZ.-(

l'
rof2Ctl

~t-f

etltLOI 1-..t:f

Where a solid fronts the street on

Jf

other side and vice versa.

This rhythm is re-

inforced with off-street parking which creates

~ t"":f',AC,

, OPf 0TOf2-'(
P;Ul ~Dlf--!Ci

the street.

one side, a void occurs directly across on the

Cft3-I C";;f'/'Cf:

"-//---- -r~o qr-012-y

forced by what is planned and designed across

ftf-<::H ~ .

these voids to the rear and sides of building
masses and assist in reinforcing the rhythm along
the street.

Thus rhythm exists and should

remain in the development of West Washington
Street and in the design of the Comprehe nsive
Community Center.
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LI NEAR CONCEPT

The street development is heightened by organiz-

~BU J<JAU,. ·f-7 fc?V--M·

A f'7lJwt;p.

ing the comprehensive community center in this

~11;:~1,J. .

f2t:r;f r76 Nf !t,..l..

t+ic:>

same solid void relationship.

~

)

new designs themselves, begin to form the out-

/J' ~l~e~

door community spaces and are organized alon g

~ \lt:110

;I;, l-

an internal two-story porch spine that links

r',:;LIO

l

These solids, the

one end of the facility to the other.

At one

end the center is anchored by the heart of the
facility, the existing center becomes the community services building; at the opposite end
is the recreation building which terminates
the facility and strengthens the street corner;
and between these two buildings the educational
building and care services building alternate
,

tWL,10

tfeW 011-CC: Yl?IO

?...OW::>

~f21HtP;rt.F

sides along the circulation space to complete
the buildings of the comprehensive community
center.

A screen wall that is required by the

code is located at the rear property line, and

l,(J.NJ.,

a shorter stone wall wraps around the center
and connect s to an ex isting wall that assists
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"*WUM~~,:~
1N<-lf-l/'..t A I N ~e ~

BUILDING SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
To reinforce this circulation spine, the secondary circulation is perpendicular to the spine.
It becomes an exterior breezeway that connects
the front and rear porches and assists in

~~

further breaking down the scale of the new
buildings.

This symmetrical breaking of the

new buildings is taken from the existing center
and its central interior corridor and a traditional dog trot structure that exists in the
community.

The new buildings are organized with the support
spaces of the activity adjacent to the breezeway
with the main space openning up onto the front
and rear porches.

ft,izc.H

This assists greatly with the

natural ventilation of the spaces and assists in
the independent heating and cooling of th e spaces
solely during peak load hours.
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DELINEATION OF BUILDINGS AND PORCH
The porch is an important element \'Jithin the com-

~lf..ltt Lt: ~p.e,i£
17-a?F

-:j"'~""I§

design of the center.
~

rvP-411,J'(

Na-l7

H1.i.. ~~Of.7f'i L.

4 f;N,,!Y-.JTE12-

- -... tl;W-IE-1'rl01--I
rt.a.,¥- t.Jc fTH

r;f'~~

/

munity and has become a major element in the

as a circulation spine ~nd more importantly as
an activity space.

Of

It is designed to accommodate

both active pedestrian circulation and passive
activities along the entire length.

vl::1-.HS·f;f2

r:.Hf'KA.~ i2e0
1-Wh iVB fJ~

This spine porch doubles

With this

in mind, and the nature of a porch, it was
~

PAJILOll--llt Vt;. Lll1HT·
µ (Y/.., er W!?a-i

important to delineate the porch differently
than the new buildings as was done in the existing center.

The buildings proper are brick, as

is the existing center, and the porches are
wood and light,reinforcing the delineation of
the building and porch.

This delineation of

materials is also carried through in the design
of the recreation building.

This occurs with

brick delineating the two-story portion of the
building and one story at the social hall/
gymnasium.

The metal portion helps break up
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OUTDOOR COMMUNITY . SPACES

iXHHu1.11r·(

v.?f'A CE; 10

f'L.€4T1FULWf
UNOPC1A.41Zf;.0 A"-1 D Ov'eJZ- -

These outdoor spaces are extremely important

CfO~ N

in that they can accommodate many different
activities.

They are designed as unstructured

open spaces to allow for flexibility and
adaptability.

The two spaces which front on

the street act as gathering spaces, one active
with a hard surface, the other passive with a
soft surface.

The open spaces to the rear of

the facility become predominately active spaces.
One becomes a children's playground with fixed

a~

playground equipment, and the other becoines a

J';,\JllDll-lti
~ r::eftN e
C-CHl-'lULI
Off~~
~~ Kl l111 A

rr-r

<'Se ~<:: e or;. tH -

/

(,l(:)'.;() Vr: N ID
rd..Jfrf'Z.\/1.-::·le,) ~ I,

larger play area that also serves as a parking
area during peak hours.
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CONCUSION
The most important and valuable learning experi-

Now that the center is opened and establi s he d ,

ence that I encountered throughout this Terminal

I hope that this Terminal Project and manu-

f'iroject, and there were many, was in worldng

script, although a n aca demic exerci se, can a t

with a group of people who have a common goal to

some point assist the community in continuing

improve their environment.

their efforts to achieve their overall objective ,

Seeing and experi-

encing their hard work and excitement throughout
this past year were extremely valuabl e . It showed
me what a city and its people can accomplish together if they are willing to work tog e ther.

The highlight of this experience was being
present at the opening of the Southernside
Community Center, what I call the existing
center, and seeing the center bursting at its
seams with happy people.

This moment exhibits

how a common obj e ctive can begin to improve
not only the community involved but improve
the city as a whole.

the revit a lization of the Southernside Community.
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MEMORANDUMS
The memorandums that follow were extremely important to the development of the entire terminal
project, both in manuscript and design.

I began

attending the Southernside Community meetings in
April 1981 to obtain a better underst anding of
the people and the community issues.

I began

documenting these meetings as well as the interviews with interested parties.

These memorandums

were invaluable to the involvement of the community and the better understanding of the community wants and needs.

This reinforces the

need to get those whrnn one designs for involved
in the design process and as a result potentially
a more sensitive and meaningfully designed
environment.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Monday, April 20, 1981
9:00 a.m.

].

You need an understanding of the people and
their community.

LOCATION

Professor Edward Killingsworth's
office

8.

Does the proposal by the community developers
meet the wants and needs of the community?

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

8.

ATTENDANCE:

Prof. Edward Killingsworth

You need to understand the relationship
between the community developers and the
community themselves.

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

Possible approaches to pursue in
first community meeting.

Professor Killingsworth opened up with some
questions that would help to inform him as
well as help me.
1.

Is there an architect on the Community Development Department?

2.

What is my role in this community planner
Southernside Community relationship?

3.

What about housing in this area?

4.

What funding or alternate funding is available
to the community?

5.

Be very non-committal at this moment, be as
open to suggestion as possible.

6.

Be all ears and have the community tell you
all their problems.

All in all, the meeting assist ed me in assessing
what kind of attitude I should have in this first
meeting with the Southernside Community along
with things I need to think about throughout
this project.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, April 21, 1981
7:30 p.m.

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenv i 11 e, S. C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock
Mr. Willey

Mr. Brooks
Mrs. Culpepper
Mr. Charles Gentry
Twenty Members of the Community
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

My first meeting with the
Southernside Community .

The first order of business was about the purchasing
of a house on West Washington Street by the city of
Greenville to fulfill the needs of a community
center for the Southernside Community. The city
would fulfill their end of the bargain if the community would first provide the staffing for the
center; secondly, pay the monthly bills for the
maintenance of the center; and thirdly, provide
a working schedule day by day, hour by hour with
all the activities the center would facilitate

along with who would be responsible for supervision and/or teaching of the specific activities.
I was very much surprised, as well as well
pleased, with the community's organization as
well as interest and pride. They also talked
about a clean up week that they were organizing
as well as looking for volunteers for recreation days throughout the summer. Mr. Willey
introduced me to the community as a graduate
student of the College of Architecture, Clemson
University, who is working towards a Master's
Degree of Architecture. I began by explaining
what was required of me in order to receive a
Master's Degree and what I could offer the community. I explained that I would want as much
community involvement as possible in designing
a project, that I would learn more from the
community than they would learn from me. I
would also want to keep the project at a scale
that I could achieve this community involvement
and understanding as wel l as thoroughly develop
the project for my own development. The community was very much interested although they
were not as responsive as I had hoped. On the
other hand, the executive members of the Southernside Block Partnership were very responsive.
The workings of the immediate community center,
according to the executives,aretemporary and
more of a catalyst to improve the community
involvement rather than a permanent facility.
This center will only meet the community's
immediate needs, and, therefore, they would like
that I design an ideal community center that
meets the future wants and needs of the community.
Other projects were brought up for possible consideration. Mr. Willey was very interested in
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the designing of a half-way house for the community.
Mrs. Brock mentioned the need for low-income
housing, the refurbishing of some commercial
along West Washington Street and the rehabilitation of existing housing in the community.
There are all viable projects and are all pressing
problems of the community. I reiterated that I
wanted to know the wants and needs of the community
and that I was very much interested in assisting
them in any way that I could.
I believe that it was a very good meeting and
that working with this community will be a
great learning experience. What I need to
do is try to organize a questionnaire for the
next m~eting to assist me in choosing what
would be the best project to undertake. The
next Southernside Block Partnership meeting
will be on Tuesday, May 12, 1981.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Wednesday, April 22, 1981
11 :00 a.m.

4.

The importance of a site location analysis for
whatever I choose to do in the community.

LOCATION:

Lee Hall Courtyard

5.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

How the project may be built, whether it is
community participation in the design and/or
in the building phase.

ATTENDANCE:

Gary Gumms, Professor of
Architecture, N.C.S.U.,
Ra l e i gh , N. C.

6.

Give the community a visual image so that
they mny give some feedback, possibly a
perspective, etc.

James
3rd year Architecture
student, Clemson University,
College of Architecture

].

What does the community mean by a Community
Center?

8.

The accessibility of the community center
by the community.

9.

Getting at the basic questions.

Hr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

Discuss thoughts on community
involved designing.

I told Mr. Gumms of my interest in participatory
design and that it was a strong element that I want
to include in my Terminal Project, along with a
desired scale that I wish to work with. I also
informed Mr. Gumms about the meeting I had with
the SouthP-rnside Community on the previous night.

10.

The need for an Environmental Impact
Statement.

11.

How the project will be funded, introducing
the elements of feasibility and reality.

12.

The possibility of employing local labor in
the building of the physical element.

13.

To look for community resources in all areas
that could assist me or the community.

14.

How in fact are the decisions going to be
made and who will make these decisions.

15.

Mr. Gumms stated for me to be clear that
am offering alternatives and that the community will be making the decisions.

The things we discussed were:
l.

The need for a neighborhood analysis.

2.

The need for neighborhood profiles.

3.

Observing people's behaviors in the community.

15 l

16.

There is a need for a broad look of the community to see if there is a need for a community center or any other physical structure.

17,

The need for a problem statement to specifically identify the problem and to reaffirm
the need.

18.

Set some goals and begin to layout the
successes and failures of the project.

19.

The need for workshops with the community.

20.

The need to develop insights.

21.

The need to get children involved.

22.

The need for the community to gain my trust.

23.

References that could assist me in organizing
and complementing this community involved
terminal project.
Images of t h e ~ . by Kevin Lynch
N~ighborhood Analysis, by Randy Hester
Participatory Design, by Henry Sanoff;
part of a co~nunity development series.
Writings of Karl Lynn, University of
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey Institute
of Technology
Writings of Chester Hartman
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Friday, Hay 1, 1981
10:00 a.m.

LOCATION:

Professor Peter Lee's office

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Professor Peter Lee

whole? What elements contribute to the community and which do not? Answer these
questions by talking to the people of the
community and do not make assumptions.

4.

What are the boundaries of the community as
far as the planning department is concerned,
but most important, what does the community
feel their boundaries are?

5.

Research the development of the city and
especially the area around the West Washington
Street and the Southernside Railway Station.

6.

Define what community center is in the different contexts:
A. most general sense
B. most common sense
C. historical development, traditionally
the center of a town
D. local, regional, international, and
continental
It is vitally important that I get a general
broad brush stroke of what a community center
is and look at it in its broadest sense.

7,

What is the situation concerning the highway
owned land? Find out as much information as
possible concerning owner, the purchasing of,
the existing structures, the rights-of-way,
etc.

8.

Try to determine 1,,1hat this community center
should be:
A. physical structure or not
B. an open plaza
C. mixed with commercial

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To submit and discuss my terminal
project.

After discussing with Professor Lee about my meeting
with the Southernside Co111T1unity and my terminal project proposal, he gave me possible directions that I
could pursue.
1.

Thoroughly digest and summarize in a succinct
manner the Greenville County Community Development proposal for the West Washington (Southernside) community area.

2.

Distill and summarize, through community involvement, what the important issues of the community
are.

3,

Try to understand the community and the people
who compose this community. I need to understand the total area I am dealing with, what
are the limitations as well as the potentials.
What are the important landmarks of the community and what elements, physical or not,
play an important role in the community as a
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D.
E.
F.

9,

mixed with housing
mixed with everyday activity and
recreation
mixed and/or linked with housing

I need to be a good 1 istener throughout the
entire project, but especially in the beginning stages. Towards the latter stages
of the project when questions are answered
and areas become more concrete, I then can
begin to respond more constructively with
more validity.

10.

Evaluate and compare what pertinent community
experiences I have had in the past and in
Europe.

ll.

What doe5 the city expect the future of the
train station to be, locally and city wide7
Could these future plans assist the community's growth and rehabilitation or could
it hinder it7

12.

Is the blcJck population of Greenville
A. centra 1 ly located
B. dispersed throughout the city
C. isolated

13,

Are the other black communities as strong and
involved as the Southernside Community? Why?

1'1.

is there a crime problem in the commnity and
what bearing would this problem have on what
am doing?

15.

I need to rewrite my T.P. proposal in a brief
and succinct manner. It should include, on
one page, both a broad and small scale problem
statement with a map of the area I am working
with.

Reference
"Design of Cities," by Bacon
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND Tl ME:

Tuesday, May 12, 1981
7:30 p.m .

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenville, S.C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock

2.

I wrote the questionnaire to learn more about
the residents without taking time from the
community meetings.

3.

I had asked that the residents look over and
answer the questions by the next meeting.

4.

The official name of the community group is
THE SOUTHERNSIDE COMMUNITY BLOCK PARTNERSHIP,
INCORPORATED.

5.

The officers of the Partnership are:
President:
Mrs. Lila Mae Brock, retired
Greenville School District

Mr. Willey
Mr. Norris
Mrs. Gentry
Vice-President:

Mr . Howard Norris, retired
Southern Railw~y

Secretary:

Mr . Joseph Vaughan, Te ach er ,
Greenville School Di s trict

Treasurer:

Mr. Don R. Smith, Branch
~anager, Bankers Trust

Mrs. Culpepper
Thirty Residents
Mr. A1modovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

Second meeting of the Southernside
Block Partnership Incorporated.

6.

The proposal for the purchasing and renovation of an existing structure, for the community center, will be presented to the
Steering Committee on Tuesday, May 19, 1981
for app rova 1 •

].

A copy of the community questionnaire is

General Discussion
I kept my presentation brief and began g1v1ng a
general overview of my intentions and what was
discussed in the first meeting, Tuesday,
Apr i 1 21 , 1981 , 7: 30 p. m.

attached to this memorandum.
Observation

1.

I continued by reading the community questionnaire, which I wrote, to clarify my intentions
concerning the questionnaire and any other
possible questions.

The approximate percentage, by age, of people
who attend the meetings are:
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1-15
15-20
20-30
30-40
40-up

-

1
2
2
2
23

It appears in both my presentations that these
people are very interested in what I'm doing.
I just hope that they become more involved.
I believe that this participation will come
with time and the community becoming more
comfortable with me.
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COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIR~
The community has stated, in the last meeting, a
few areas of community concern, such as the need
for a community center, a half-way house, the
rehabilitation of residential structures, and
the rehabilitation of commercial businesses
along West Washington.
1.

Since the last meeting, are there any other
areas of concern or problems in the community
that are not mentioned above?

2.

Of a 11 the community concerns, which should
be dealt with first? Why?

3.

What are your feelings, good or bad, about
the proposals for your community which the
Community Developers of Greenville have come
up with?

~.

What places are important to you in the community? Why?

5.

What places in the community do you enjoy going
to? Why?

6.

What is the center of your community?

7.

What are the boundaries of your community?
Why?

8.

What places do you dislike in your community?
Why?

9.

What is your favorite place in your community?
Why?

Why?
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

June 21, 1981
8:00 p.m.

3.
4.
5.

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenv i 11 e, S. C.

6.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock

To maintain the proper amount of diversity, the
neighborhood should incorporate the follo\•iing.
Does the Southernside Community exhibit the s e
elements?

7.

Land an<l resources
Revenue
Security and safety
Privacy
Diversity

Mr. Norris
Mr. Willey

l.
2.

3.
Mrs. Culpepper

4.
Mr. Sexton

5.

Two Citizens

6.

Mr. Almodovar

7.
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

8.
To acquire as much information
from the community as possible.

Space for field games
Housing for various income levels
Natural play area providing plenty of
hiding places
A large party or meeting place
Spaces for informal gatherings such as well
placed benches under trees
Recreational facilities such as a swimming
pool, basketball courts and arts and crafts
center
Agricultural production
A small commercial center including a neighborhood store, restaurant, and small shops

planned at this meeting to accomplish a few
things.
One of the questions that I will attempt to answer
with the help of the community was based upon information that I read from A Better Place to Live by
Michael N. Corbett.
~~~
Does the community have the elements of a neighborhood that A Better Place to Live discusses?
1.
2.

Appropriate scale
Boundaries

1.

Discuss the questionnaire that I distributed
at the last meeting on May 12, 1981.

2.

Have the people of the community assist as
in locating important areas in the community
through the use of the answers from the
questionnaire and the use of a community
plan.

l
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Although I did not accomplish these goals, I did
acquire a great deal of information from those
people who did attend.
1.

2.

The proposal for the community center that
the Partnership submitted to the city passed
with flying colors.
The proposal was commended for using a great
deal of volunteer personnel to run the center.
Their proposal will be used as an example for
other centers to follow in running their
centers.

3,

The next step for the community to undertake
is to raise the funds for the maintenance of
the center.

4.

I suggested the following fund raising
activities:
bike marathons
dance marathons
baske tball marathons
car washes
running marathons
community center dues
solicit donations

5.

The residents hope to move into the center by
October 1, 1981.

6.

There is a house on the corner of Mulberry
Street and Pine that is being renovated
possibly into a half-way/mission house.
No one present at the meeting knew who
the organizer of this project is.

7,

The evaluation committee of Greenville, according to Mr. Norris, a member of this

committee, stated that at the last meeting
a questionnaire similar to the one I
distributed last week was al so distributed
at the meeting.
8.

I asked what has become of the highway proposal. Mrs. Brock said that it has been
canceled to her knowledge. The Highway
Department of South Carolina still own s this
land, and the city of Greenville has not be en
able to purchase this land as of today.

9.

Mrs. Brock gave me a memorandum that \'Jas submitted to Mayor Jesse Helms from James W.
Greer concerning the rezoning of the Southernside Community.

mentioned that I would like to meet with the
residents in a meeting/workshop situation other
than the community meetings. I also asked if
anyone would be interested in taking me on a
tour of the community to meet with the resi dents. Mr. James Sexton said that he would be
glad to take me, and Mr. Norris said that he
would also assist me. I could contact these
gentlemen at the following numbers:
Mr. Norris
Home: 232-7263
Office: 235-3201

Mr. James Sexton
201 Gribbs St.
Parents' phone: 235-5071

Although the meeting had few participants,
obtained a great deal of information. The next
meeting will be on Tuesday, July 21, 1981.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Thursday, June 25, 1981

LOCATION:

Telephone conversation

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Barbara Fascett,
Community Development Dept.

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

I needed a few questions answered.

Questions:
1.

The future of the Southern Railroad?
A. Mrs. Fascett believes that the Southern
Railway will continue to be used in its
normal capacity.
B. She mentioned that I could get in touch
with the Southern Railway for further
information, but her experience with
the railroad shows reluctance on their
behalf.
Problems
A. There is an immediate parking problem in
front of the train station. It is difficult
to delineate where the street ends and the
parking begins.
B. For setback requirements, I need to contact
the county planners.

2.

Has the new zoning ordinance, which was submitted to Mayor Helms, been approved?
A. Mrs. Fascett, at the moment, did not know
whether it was approved, but she knows it
is up for approval by the city council.

B.

3.

She also said I could get in touch with
Mr. Mike Jones at 298-8671 to find out
if it has been approved.

What is the situation of the proposed highway
plan which was to go through the Southernside
Community?
A. The highway proposal, G.R.A.T.S. Study is
officially still in working because the
land was purchased with state and 5 million
dollars worth of federal funds. If the
state were to completely drop the plan,
they would have to repay the money to the
federal government. immediately. At the
moment, it is unofficially dropped and
according to Barbara Fascett it wiil never
be built because of the cost of construction.
Eventually, the land will be up for pulic
sale and at that time if the city buys any
land the community development plan has a
possible proposal for the utilization of
this land. The city owned land could be
sold to an individual for $1.00 if the
person wi 11 build a dwel 1 ing and 1 ive in
that dwelling for a minimum of five years.
B. The land that the existing Washington
Street Park is on is presently leased to
the community by the city. According to
B. Fascett, this land is extremely valuable
for development, commercially or for industrial use, because of its location on a
major thoroughfare. In B. Fascett's mind
this valuable piece of property will be
sold in the near future. She continued
to say that the community development
department felt that the park could be
moved to Hampton Avenue or across the
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street adjacent to the soon to become community center. According to her, the community disliked the idea of the move altogether. By the way the land adjacent to
the future community center is highway
owned land, but its desirability, economically, is not near that of the park
property.

4.

The future community center has been approved
and the person who will handle the renovation
will be Hr. Lou Mazur, a rehabilitation administrator, an employee of the city. The entire
project, the purchasing of the structure
$42,500 and the renovation $32,500, according
to B. Fascett will cost an estimated $75,000.
If I needed further information, I could get
in touch with Hr. Mazur through the community
development department. B. Fascett also
mentioned that the Southernside Block Partnership submitted to the city did not include any
parking for the community center. Will this
be a problem?

5.

B. Fascett mentioned that the Hampton-Pinckney
Historical Society has proposed that a cul-desac be constructed in their community. Therefore prohibiting any through traffic that
exists presently. The Hampton-Pinckney Society,
according to 8. Fascett, expressed concern over
the adjacent neighborhood, the Southernside/
West Washington Street area, because of continued vandalism.

It would be good for me to meet the Hampton-Pinckney
Society to get their feelings concerning the situation and their neighbors.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

July 2, 1981
12:00 p.m.

LOCATION:

Tabernacle Baptist Church

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. Norris
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

is demolished or destroyed because of fire,
the city does not allow a new building to be
constructed in its place.

4.

Mr. Norris felt that the churches of the community are very Important, but the West Washington Street park is extremely important to
the children and young adults.

5,

There aren't many places within the community
to go to and relax or enjoy. Mr. Norris
mentioned the pool hall, barber shop and
restaurant.

6.

As far as the center of the community is concerned, Mr. Norris feels that the center is
the West Washington Street park. It is the
most active place in the neighborhood.

7.

The boundaries of the community according
to Mr. Norris are as follows: this side
of Buncombe Street, the railroad tracks on
the west, this side of Hudson Street and
around Hampton-Pinckney Historical Area and
this side of the Reedy River.

8.

Mr. Norris dislikes the derelicts that hang
around the West Washington Street park, but
he says that they have no where to go in the
community:

Needed questions answered pertaining to the community.

Answers to the Questionnaire
1.

2.

3,

Mr. Norris did not mention any more issues of
c.oncern in the commununity, but he felt at the
present moment, the running of the maintenance
of the community center is the foremost in the
minds of the people in the community.
Mr. Norris felt that the community center is
number one on the list of community issues,
but he told me confidentially that his
priority in the area would be low inc~ne
housing. He feels that before people have
to leave the community because of relocation
that they should have the opportunity to find
housing in their own neighborhood.
One of the major disapprovals of the people
in the proposal by the city was the zoning
of the area. Many people would have to be
relocated with no where to go but outside
the neighborhood. Also, whenever a building

General Questions
1.

First of all there are no schools in the
Southernside area. All of the children
from the elementary to the high school
level are bussed to schools outside of
the community. The only form of education
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in the neighborhood is a Daycare Center in the
basement of the Mountain View Baptist Church.
2.

The children spend a great deal of their spare
time playing in the West Washington Street Park.
They use this park a great deal because of the
facilities and its close proximity to the
residential areas.

3,

Taxis are used more often than buses because
the buses do not run often enough. As far as
the train station in concerned, it is not as
important to the community as it used to be.
The train runs only twice a day, south in the
morning and north at night. Although the
passenger train runs only twice a day, the
freight train runs are running constantly.

4.

The young and the young adults can use the
West Washington Street Park, but the elderly
have nowhere to go in the neighborhood.

5-

I have observed a great deal of congregation
up and down West Washington Street, in and
around the park, in the parking lot of the
Job Service building, and down along the
commercial strip near the railway station.

6.

The train is no longer an important element
in the community.

7,

Mr. Norris feels that the housing issue is
very important. He feels that people whose
home is planned for demolition by the city,
should have the opportunity to find housing
in their own neighborhood before having to
go elsewhere.

Other Concerns
Mr. Norris is concerned about funding from the
government and all the cutbacks. He's concerned
about the future of the community. He also
mentioned that the community had been deprived
from government funding or private investors
because the area was and officially still is
designated to have a highway go through the
community. Now that the highway will not go
through the area, they have the opportunity to
rehabilitate the neighborhood and bring new
businesses, but according to Mr. Norris, the
neighborhood has somewhat of a bad name because
of its appearance and vandalism. Mr. Norris also
feels that some of the people of the neighborhood
feel inhibited about participating in community
meetings at the church because if they are known
for drinking, they do not want to be preached to.
If the meetings were held somewhere else, for
instance at a community center, they would feel
more at ease and like one of the group.
This meeting was extremely helpful and Mr. Norris
said that he would be willing to assist me whenever I needed help. I will meet with Mr. Norris
again on Monday, July 13, 1981 at 12:00 p.m. At
this time he said he would take me through the
neighborhood and point out areas in the community
that are important.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Monday, July 13, 1981
12:00 p.m.

LOCATION:

Tabernacle Baptist Church

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. Norris

2.

The areas of housing that were owner occupied
and those that were not are areas of concern~
The owner occupied homes were in good condition where those rented were not. The area
in question was in the Sycamore Street, South
Hudson Street area.

3.

He's also concerned about the city not allowing new buildings to be built in place of a
burned or town down structure.

4.

He also pointed out, once again, the importance of the West Washington Street Park to
everyone of the community, both young and
old.

5.

The area where many derelicts hang out, was
pointed out. It is located on both sides of
West Washington Street, where Trescott Steet
and Roman Lane meet West Washington Street.
Mr. Norris feels that they mingle here because these areas have benches and small
walls to sit on.

6.

I had asked would the park be used as much
if it were located across the street adjacent
to the future community center. He felt it
would, but that he was concerned about the
kids having to cross the busy West Washington
Street. (Don't the people of the northeast
side of West Washington Street use the park?)
(Who uses the park more?)

7.

I asked Hr. Norris how the Southernside Block
Partnership was formed and why? It apparently
was a consolidation of smaller neigborhood

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

Tour through the community.

I sho\t/ed Mr. Norris a drawing of the community, and
I asked him if he would draw what he considered the
boundaries of the community. Also, Mr. Norris
located important places in the community, such as
all the churches, West Washington Street Park and
the future building and site of the community
center. I wi 11 make a smaller drawing to go along
with this report that shows the items we discussed
above. The areas that Mr. Norris took me to were
on the southwest side of West Washington Street.
His major concerns were:
1.

The areas where the city had torn down homes
and relocated the inhabitants out of their
community for the proposed highway. Since
the highway has been shelved, the land is
not being utilized and all at the cost of
the people. Mr. Norris also feels that the
city is trying to relocate everyone and replace
them with the city's own interests and not the
interests of the community.
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groups that had previously worked independently.
There was a group around the Oscar Street area
(where Mr. Norris lives), the Cook Street area
and the Hampton and Pinckney Street area (where
Mrs. Brock lives). He mentioned that they have
been trying to improve their environment for
the past 10-12 years, and slowly but surely
there are signs of improvement.

8.

I asked where the people of the community do
their shopping and if it is in walking distance.
Mr. Norris said that the people do their shopping at the Kash and Karry on Buncombe Street,
and they both walk and drive, depending on the
distance they have to travel.

9.

Once again, Mr. Norris mentioned low income
housing in the community so that when and if
demolition and relocation of homes and families
take place, these families would have a place
to move within their own community.

Mr. Norris said that whenever I need any more
assistance not to hesitate to get in touch
with him.

,.--·
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE /\ND TIME:

Thursday, July 16, 1981

LOCATION:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock's House

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To discuss the project with
Mrs. Brock.

Mrs. Brock provided me with the program concerning
the working and implementation of the future community center. It has been approved by the city
and has become an example for other centers to
follow to assist in maintaining a community center.
A copy of the program is at the end of this memorandum.
During the meeting, I asked some specific questions
concerning the possible projects that need to be
done along with general observations concerning
the community itself. We talked about the community, its past, present and future.
1.

Once again the housing problem in the area was
brought up. In my two meetings with Mr. Norris,
he felt that next to the community center, the
housing was a major problem. From what Mrs.
Brock said and feels, she tends to agree. She
feels that there is a housing need for all
people, young and old alike.

2.

I asked , "Why is housing a prob 1em and who
will use this new housing?" Mrs. Brock answered
by saying that many houses in the community have
two families living in them because rent is too
expensive and if a family is in the process of
being relocated, they prefer to double up rather
than move out of the community. According to
Mrs. Brock, many people like the area because cf
its close proximity to the downtown area, also
she mentioned that many of the families who have
already been relocated come back to attend
church services and to see friends. She also
said that many, if not all of these relocated
people want to come back to the community and
that they would do anything to return. Once
again, it was mentioned that it would be better
to have some form of housing built so that
people have the choice, if demolition and relocation were necessary, to stay within their
own community.
Mrs. Brock mentioned that there was n low in come housing development in Spartanburg that
she had visited and that they were not high
density, high rises, but low structures that
made her feel 1 ike home. I also mentioned to
her an idea that I had with respect to actually
implementing housing in the community. The
idea that volunteer tradesmen would teach people
of the community the building trade, masonry,
carpentry, plumbing, roofing, electrical work,
etc. This could happen through the community
center and eventually move out to an actual
building or renovation site. These so called
apprentices would then gain some practical
experience on a volunteer basis. Since this
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work will be volunteer, the only cost involved
would be the cost of the materials. This process will achieve two things; first, it would
provide the apprentices vital first hand experience in a trade and these people would then
become marketable, not only in their community
but in the city. Also another idea along these
lines, which I failed to mention, is the teaching
of people how to manage and grow a garden. Once
again, teaching the people of the community something that will help them as well as the community.

3.

In talking with Mrs. Brock, she expressed the
need for a covered shelter, possibly in the
West Washington Street Park, because the children
have no where to play during inclement weather.
The new community center will serve some of
these functions.

4.

One other possibility for a project could be
an elementary school. The community does not
have an elementary school because of the school
integration system. The children are having to
go quite a distance to the city to go to school,
but the problem is, If there were a need to
pick a child up at school due to illness, it
would be difficult because many parents have
no transportation to get to the school.

5.

Transportation is a problem. The buses do not
run often enough and the taxicabs are extremely
expensive. Mrs. Brock was telling me that she
did not realize the problem until she had to
attend jury duty. It cost her $2.25 to ride
a taxi from her home on Asbury Street to the
Municipal Court building on Broad Street. To
go shopping at the Kash and Karry on Buncombe
Street only four blocks away, costs Mrs. Brock
$2.00. She is concerned because a great

majority of the people in the community cannot
afford this expense. The distance may not be
great for young children or adults, but it is
terribly long for the elderly. There may be
the possibility of having a shuttle bus or a
bicycle bus up and down the two major streets,
Buncombe Steet and West Washington Street.
Also implementing a bicycle and pedestrian
path linking the community and downtown Greenville is needed.

6.

Mrs. Brock said that the park on West Washington
Street is the center of the community. This
park has the children of the community under
control. The children from as far as Sycamore
Court and as far as Buncombe Street use this
park. According to Mrs. Brock, there has not
been a fight since the park has been at its
present location . Also there are no drunks
in the park because the people who use the park,
police the park themselves.

7.

The people of the community have only one place
to shop where they can buy everything they need
and that is Kash and Karry located on Buncombe
Street. Also located on Buncombe Street is the
only washerette and laundry in the community.
People from as far as Sycamore Court and New
Town do their shopping and cleaning of their
clothes along Buncombe Street. So there is a
problem of needed commercial in the proximity
of West Washington Street so that the people
of the community, especially the elderly, do
not have so far to travel.

8.

Mrs. Brock mentioned how the present Asbury
Street used to be called John Street and how
beautiful and well kept the homes were along
the street. Also she said that all the homes
were owned and not ren t ed and that towards
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Academy Stret the people were white where those
toward the railroad station were black.

9,

Mrs. Brock began speaking about why the black
people tend to live around the railway station
and that this phenomenom was not only found in
Greenville, but that she noticed it in cities
that she visited such as Spartanburg, Atlanta,
and Charlotte. She feels that the black people
identify with the railroad because of their
historical past during the days of slavery.
Many slaves were shipped by rail, and young
blacks saw their parents for the last time
being shipped by train. Their memories of the
past are still present, but Mrs. Brock mentioned
that the elderly do not talk about it to the
young because she says it was their problem
and the young have present day problems to
contend with. Mrs. Brock continued to talk
about the problems of the blacks, one being
that those who do get assistance from the
government get a great deal of abuse when
they pick up their payments.

10.

Mrs. Brock made it clear that there is a definite problem out in the community, no jobs, the
summer heat, lack of food, their living conditions, and the unfulfilled promises of the
city government. She said that the community
center is a beginning to the fulfillment of
some community's dreams, and she hopes nothing
goes wrong.

11.

As far as the park on West Washington Street
is concerned, I asked if it would be accepted
if the park were moved adjacent to the future
community center. Mrs. Brock said that it
would be acceptable if it had to be moved at
a 11.

12.

Mrs. Brock said that the only thing that is
keeping the black people and especially herself going, is that one day everything will
work out and that faith is all they have.

13.

I asked Mrs. Brock what is the most important
thing or things in the community. Mrs. Brock
said that the churches are extremely important
and that they help keep the community together
and believing that there is a future for the
people of the Southernside Community.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Saturday, July 18, 1981
10:00 a.m.

LOCATION:

Home of James Sexton

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. James Sexton
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To take a walking tour of the
community.

During this tour we traveled throughout the community looking at the problem areas of the Southernside Community. In this tour we stopped many times
for photographs and to talk to the people of the
community first hand. Many of the problems these
people talked about were more closely related to
the immediate environment around their homes.
Also high on the list of needs was the need for
recreation areas for the children, so they
wouldn't have to play in the streets. Also needed
was affordable housing for all people of the community, young and old alike.
One of the people we talked to was Mrs. Elliemae
Wasley. She was extremely interested in the
problems of the community and especially the
housing shortage. Mrs. Wasley gave me the names
of two people whom I could talk to about the
housing problem. I need to contact either
Mr. Willie Crosby, Director of Share (Community
Action) or Mrs. Wareeneta Sullivan of Head Start
of which it is connected with Share.

A great deal of information that we discussed
during the tour is captured on film and is
recorded on the drawing of the Southernside
Community. On this drawing we pinpointed areas
where the problems of the community are located
and where the boundaries of the community are.
This meeting and tour of the community was
extremely valuable because I was able to meet
with the community people first hand and see
the problems that they talk about. Also it made
me aware of how many people were interested and
how many were not.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, July 21, 1981
7:30 p.m.

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Green vi 11 e, S . C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock

they had relayed to me in the past weeks and
meetings. I also asked if there were any further
questions or if they had anything to add.
A gentleman from the community also expressed
that a recreation center and not only a community
center is needed for the children of the community. He also stated that the Southernside
Community is the only community in Greenville
that does not have a recreation center.

Mr. Willey
Mrs. Culpepper
Mr. Sexton
25 Residents
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

SBPI Community Monthly Meeting

At the meeting I began to discuss what I've been
doing over the past few months as far as collecting
information and recording this information both in
drawings and written information. I then began to
present drawings of the corrvnunity such as Land Use,
Structural Condition, Owner Occupancy, Existing
Zoning, Proposed Zoning and the Highway Right-ofWay. As I presented these drawings the people
became more and more interested and attentive.
In concluding the presentation, I told the community that I would present a preliminary master
plan at the next meeting. This master plan would
include the suggestions of the community that

Another area that was discussed was the community
clean-up campaign. Mr. Beck, the Vice President
of the Greenville Sanitation Department was in
attendance at this meeting. He described a program where lawbreakers with misdemeanors work
under Mr. Beck as a clean-up crew. They clean
areas in the city that are in need of cleaning.
Mr. Beck will provide the supervision, men, and
equipment while the residents of the community
need only to show up and point out the places
that need cleaning.
The community and Mr. Beck have set up three
weekends to begin the clean-up. The weekends
of 15, 22, 29 at 8:00 a.m. are scheduled for
this program. The men in the program will work
for 8 hours and will also provide their own food.
Another gentleman in attendance was Mr. Edwards
of SHARE {Community Action) of Greenville. He
is the transportation director and it is his
job to make sure that the people of the city
have emergency transportation when they need
it. Those who are eligible for assistance are
those under Midicare and Medicaid. If this
departm~nl cannot assist someone they can at
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least direct the person in need to the department
in Greenville that can help. This transportation
department also has a leasing program at night for
the citizens to defray the cost of running the
program.
The overall transportation problem of Greenville
is presently being studied by the Carter Global
Association of Columbia, S.C.
Mrs. Brock was very excited about the meeting
because not only were people of the community
involved but those from other city organizations
were also involved and concerned.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Thursday, July 23, 1981

LOCATION:

Office of Mrs. Carolyn Cowart

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Carolyn Cowart

There are certain criteria that people have to fulfill in each category and one is then put on a
waiting list. For example, if you need a 2 bedroom
unit in the low income category and all units are
occupied, one has to wait for an opening even if a
unit from a different category is available. She
said that many units are vacant in other categories
because they do not have the people to occupy
them, but they continue to be unoccupied and
useless.

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE:

To discuss the housing shortage
in the Southernside Community

I expla ned my interest and project to Mrs. Cowart,
who is nvolved with the housing situation in Greenville and the Southernside Community.
I explained
that the community, during the community meetings,
has expressed the need for new housing and the rehabilitation of some existing housing. She agreed,
but when I asked if there were any figures concerning specific housing needs, she said that there is
no study or record of the housing need in the city
of Greenville.
Mrs. Cowart explained to me how the Public Housing
of Greenville works and in her opinion how inefficient and unfair it is to the people who actually need
housing. The Public Housing has 200 units available
and is divided into three categories depending on
the need and income:
A.
B.
C

100 units - very low income
50 units - low income
50 units - middle income

She said the problem with this hierarchy is that
they do not allow for flexibility in the system.

Mrs. Cowart lent me a book that the U.S. Office
of Consumer Affairs has put together concerning
communities of the U.S. and what these communities
have done to Improve their environment. This book
is called What Communities Are Doin~ to Counte~
Inflation, and this study covers many areas and
programs that have been successful and have become
examples and sources of information for needing
communities to follow and learn from. Mrs. Cowart
did express that there is a great need for what
she calls emergency housing. This housing is used
by people who have been evicted from their home
for any reason and for those who have been temporarily relocated. Not only is this kind of housing
needed in specific communities, but it is also
needed in the entire city of Greenville.
Mrs. Cowart told me to let her know when I have
my next meeting with the Southernside Community
because she would like to attend it because she
is extremely interested in the Southernside
Community.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, August 18, 1981

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Green vi 11 e , S . C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock
Mr. Willey

The community also needs a logo for the membership cards that will be distributed to those
who donate money to the fund raising campaign.
The community could also use a sign in front
of the residence to inform the community that
something is being done and that the community
center is coming soon.
Dr. A. V. of Furman University may write an oral
history of the Southernside Community.

Mrs. Culpepper
Mrs. Gentry
Mr. Watson
Ten Residents
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

SBPI Monthly Meeting.

General Discussion
The people who presently occupy the residence on
West Washington Street will move sometime in the
week of the 24th.
There are no existing drawings of the residence;
consequently, I will have to make measured
drawings of the house for my project.
I need to make a perspective of the residence to
be used as a possible calendar that can be displayed throughout the community.

Reverend J. H. Smith, a 92-year-old resident
of the cornmun i ty knows a great deal about the
community, and Mrs. Brock feels that he would
be a real good resource for me to use.
There is a famous house in the community that
used to be a boarding house for black entertainers who were on their way to Atlanta or
who were entertaining in Greenville.
The United Ministry is the sponsor of the
Southernside Block Partnership Incorporated.
Joe Cal Watson, the President of the United
Ministries, was in attendance and expressed
interest in my proposal for the community.
I need to set up an appointment with him to
show him what I've done so far. I can get in
touch with Mr. Watson at 232-6464.
The next meeting will be on September 15, 1981.
At this time I could show the residents the
master plan of the community.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, September 22, 1981

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenville, S.C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock

Following is a statement of the fund raising
campaign.
SOUTHERNSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER FUND RAISING
CAMPAIGN
Motto - ''Building Pride Through Involvement"
WHO:

The residents and business people of
Southerns i de.

WHAT:

A Community Center to be operated by
the people of Southernside for the
people of Southernside.

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

WHEN:

Soon! The Center should be ready for
occupancy in several months.

SBPI Monthly Meeting

WHERE:

The two-story brick house at 864 West
Washington Street near the Depot has
been purchased by the City of Greenville and will be renovated. The Community must staff the Center, obtain
furniture and drapes, run the Center
on a day to day basis and be responsible
for operating costs such as lights,
water, heat, etc.

WHY:

To make the Southernside Community a
better place in which to live and to
do business.

HOW:

By getting the entire Southernside area
involved in the motto "Building Pride
Through Involvement." The job cannot
be done by a few people. Everyone
should take part in this worthwhile
community project.

Mr. and Mrs. Gentry
Mrs. Culpepper
Mrs. Lillian Brock Fleming

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

The attendance of this meeting was small and not
too much information was covered. The major topic
was the fund raising drive, and Mrs. Brock discussed the donor card and raffle ticket. The
donor card is a card that one receives after
donating a minimum of $5.00 or more to the
cause. The raffle ticket costs $1.00, and
the winner will receive $50.00 worth of
gasoline.
At this meeting I presented the residents with
the perspective of the residence that will become
the community center. I gave the reidents a
sepia of the drawing which gives them the opportunity to make many copies to distribute
throughout the community.
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GOAL:

$10,000 over the next few months .
Contributions are tax deductible because
the sponsoring body, The Southernside
Block Partnership, Incorporated, is a
non-profit corporation chartered by the
State of South Carolina and certified
by the Internal Revenue Service. Checks
should be made payable to the Southernside Block Partnership, Inc. An official
receipt will be given for all contributions
if requested.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE

3,

Laundromat

DATE AND TIME:

October 8, 1981

4.

Community kitchen

LOCATION:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock's House

5.

Low income housing (1, 2, and 3 bedroom
housing)

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

6.

Information center

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock
7,

Job training center; how to budget yourself
and how to keep house

8.

Technical training center

9,

Satellite programs for social security and
other social programs

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE:

To convey some questions about the
community center.

The Southernside Community is trying to get into
the NSA (Neighborhood Strategy Area), but what
concerns Mrs. Brock is that the city is not considering the entire community, but the neighborhood
north of West Washington Street. The community
wants the entire community in the NSA and not just
a portion of the community.
The acquisition of the community center is complete,
and the bids will be opened on Friday, October 23,
1981.
.
Mr. Stone, a new entrepeneur in the community, is
concerned with the alcoholics that hang out in front
of the railroad station at night. He has volunteered
space above his store for a Halfway House to accommodate these people at night.

10.

Other observations by Mrs. Brock are:
1.

The Southernside Community is the last inner
city that is wlthin walking distance to Main
Street in Greenville.

2.

The first impression of Greenville that one
encounters entering Greenville by railroad
is the Southernside Community. This is
another reason the community is concerned
about its image.

3,

The Southernside Community has been said to
have the worst crime area in Greenville, but
the truth is that West Greenville has a
greater crime problem than the Southernside.

4.

For 25 years, the Southernside Community was
neglected because of the proposed highway
loop going through their community.

Needs of the Comprehensive Community Center are:
1.

Large community room

2.

Neighborhood store

Neighborhood businesses of any kind
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5.

The job breakdown of the community according to
Mrs. Brock is:
a. Rail road
b. Michelin Training Center, Mulberry Street
c. Dan.iel International
d. Downtown establishments
e. Schools
f. Restaurants and hotels
g. Mills in the adjacent areas

6.

Someone is proposing to rehabilitate an old mill
along Buncombe Road; and if executed, it would
provide approximately 150 jobs for the surrounding communities in the next t~o years.

7,

During the community's heyday, everyone worked
for the railroad.

8.

Approximately 50% of those who are able to work
do.

9,

A famous house on Asbury Steet used to be owned
by the family, Whites. This housed used to be
a boarding house for black entertainers on their
way to Atlanta or those entertaining in Greenville. The community is trying to put the
house on the historical register because
notable entertainers such as Lena Horne and
Fats Waller stayed there.

10.

The community was a family oriented community
in the old days and where everyone knew everyone,
and it is the same today even with all the
problems they have.

11.

The new church in the community, The Holy
Temple has a storm fence encircling the
entire building.

12.

Nine out of twelve of the alcoholics are
veterans; they left home with problems and
came back with more.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
1,

DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, October 20, 1981

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenville, S.C.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock

the Sanders Variety Store across from the
Depot. Mrs. Sanders cited some obvious
problems in the community; namely, the
problem concerning those people who have
nowhere to go and hang out around the Depot
and West Washington Street. Hr. Sanders,
in trying to make the community a better
place in which to live, has offered these
homeless the upstairs space above his
store which is presently unoccupied. Some
work would have to be done to bring the
space to current code and safety standards,
but the space is available as a half-way
house if the community wishes to take
Hr. Sanders offer and do what needs to be
done.

Mrs. Culpepper
Mr. Wi 1 ley
Mr. & Mrs. Gentry
Mr. Hi 11 , CPA
Mr.

&

Mrs. Sanders

3.

Mr. Sanders also brought up a good point
about these homeless. He said when the community center opens its doors and the homeless do not have a place to go, they will
more than likely begin hanging around the
community center. The board was extremely
thankfor for Hr. Sanders' offer and concern
and Mr. Willeys said that at the next board
meeting they would take his offer into
consideration.

4.

Mrs. Brockman from the Parks and Recreation
Department of Greenville talked to the
Superintendent of the Southern Depot and
said that Mr. Hawkins was interested in
helping the community in any way that he
could. I got Mr. Hawkins I phone number
from Mrs. Brockman so that I could set up
an appointment with him to discuss the area
around the Depot and some possible improve ments.

20 Residents
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

SBPI Monthly Meeting

There were a number od different topics discussed
in this meeting.
1.

The opening of the bids for the community
center will be a public opening held on
Friday, October 23, 1981. Everyone is
welcome to attend.

2.

There were two new faces in the meeting,
Mr. and Mrs. Sanders who recently opened
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5.

On October 29, 1981, the Community Development Department will hold a ·community meeting
at the Mountain View Baptist Church to discuss possible community improvements for the
coming year. The Community Development Department will also meet with other communities
to discuss the same topic.

6.

The Southernside Community has been trying
to be designated a Neighborhood Strategy
Area within the City of Greenville. With
this designation, the community is eligible
for funding at 6% and 10% to 15% insurance
rates.

].

Mr. Hill was introduced to the community as
a Certified Public Accountant, and he will
be the accountant for the Southernside Block
Partnership, Incorporated.

8.

A program called Operation Get Smart was
introduced in the meeting. This program
is sponsored by Furman University, and it
assists children who are slow learners.
These children are bused to Furman and
are tutored individually on their specific
problem. It appears from the discussion
that this program was needed and that it
has been a success to this date.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, October 29, 1981

3,

4.

Recreation
Rehabilitation of owner occupied structures
Rehabilitation of existing structures but
not the building of new structures

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenville, South Carolina

5.

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

The projects that the community felt needed
attention were:

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock
1.

Cut down kudzu overgrowth along West Washington Street.

2.

Sidewalk repair along streets such as Hampton,
Asbury, Forest and Echols.

3.

Street lighting along the following streets:
Oscar, Temple, Elmor and West Washington.

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

4.

They questioned whether these funds can be
used for private businesses. Mrs. Fascett
was not sure but she said she will find out.

To discuss projects that needed
to be done in the community.

5.

Can this funding be used to staff the new
community center with a professional?

6.

They would like some residences to be
weatherproofed.

7.

They need picnic shelters in the parks, water
fountains, rest rooms, tennis courts for the
West Washington Street Park.

8.

Fence the Pinckney Street Park so that the
children will not feel inhibited by the
housing which is adjacent to the park.

Mr. Norris
Mrs. Culpepper
Mrs. Barbara Fascett
15 Residents

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

Mrs. Fascett from the Community Development Department began to explain to the community that
they have to submit a 1-year project program
but a 3-year plan for approval by the CDD in
Columbia for funding purposes. She explained
that the clearer the project program the better
the chance they have of receiving funding
assistance.
Community Development funds can be used for projects such as:
1.
2.

Street repairs and improvements
Economic development

The community proposals have to be submitted as
early as May 1982 so that they can submit them
to Columbia for approval. If approved, funding
will begin within 30 days.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

November 11, 1981

LOCATION:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock's House

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Lila Mae Brock

The community needs a washerette in the community,
but they have no capital to begin with.
People of the community can volunteer to be
instructors, but at some point they would have
to be paid and the community cannot pay for it.
Also, they need professional people on the staff
who can assist in counseling people in the
community.

Mr. Fleming
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE:

An impromptu meeting to ask Mrs.
Brock and Mr. Fleming questions
about the community.

The meeting began with Mrs. Brock discussing her
meeting with a Mr. Hawkins, the Superintendent of
the Amtrak station that is located in the community.
She mentioned that Mr. Hawkins wants to assist the
community in any way that he can, and also that he
is going to begin collecting some money for a
donation to the community's fund raising campaign.
She also mentioned that they talked about a possible
new railroad building in the future, but there were
no specifics mentioned.
Mr. discussion with Mr. Fleming centered around the
needs of the community and his feelings about its
future.
Mr. Fleming felt that the Community Center is a good
start, but he hopes that it does not stop there because there are many more problems that have to be
dealt with.

An important area that Mr. Fleming feels should
be mentioned and included is the Black People's
Culture. If people can be more aware and understanding where they came from, they would have
much more pride in their community and in themselves.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TI ME:

November 16, 1981

LOCATION:

College of Architecture
Clemson University

PROJECT NAME:

Term i na 1 Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. Evan Woolens
Mr. Jim Steverson
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To discuss the "Over the Rhine
Center" designed by Mr. Woolens

Mr. Woolens felt that there needs to be as much
client contact and questioning as possible. The
need for an awareness and understanding of the
people you are dealing with, not only in a project such as a community center, but any kind
of project.
He also felt that in the case of both our projects,
Jim's and mine, that when it comes time for our
final presentation that to be open minded about
what might be said, because no one other than
yourselves knows these people better. We have
more contact and a better understanding of the
clients and their wants, so if there are any
derogatory comments to be open minded.
There is a self-help project presently going on
in Philadelphia, and it might be a good resource
to use for the project.

Mr. Woolens mentioned a firm, Urban Design
Associates, that have designed a community
center in Flint, Michigan, that is similar to
the "Over the Rhine Center.: The firm is
based out of Pittsburgh and the principle
of the firm is Mr. David lewis. Mr. Lewis
is the editor of a book, The Pedestrian in
the~.
-
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Thursday, December 10, 1981

LOCATION:

Sander 1 s Variety Store

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. Sanders
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To discuss the project with
Mr. Sanders

I asked Mr. Sanders what kind of business he would
like to see on West Washington Street.
Mr. Sanders felt that a large grocery store is
extremely important to the community.
Professional offices park with lawyers, doctors,
dentists, accountants and any professional
because there are none in the community.
Possibly a light industrial park.
Stores of all kinds.
And not to forget residential along West Washington
Street so it becomes a place for people all day
long and not only during certain times of the day.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND Tl ME:

December 10, 1981

LOCATION

Reverend Smith's residence

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Reverend Smith
Mr. Jim Smith
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To interview Rev. Smith about
the history of the Southernside
Community.

This meeting with Reverend Smith was very interesting and enlightening because of his memory of the
community and the love he has for all people.
Reverend Smith was born on March 11, 1890, the son
of Butler Smith, who was born in the first year of
black people's freedom, and whose father, Jim Smith,
was 21 at that time.

In 1914, $7.50 a week was big money for people,
and he was making approximately half that at
10¢ an hour.
The outlaw and outcast, which comprise a great
deal of the community are just as good as anyone
else in the community.
The community was always a black community because of segregation and the residents had to
always settle for what they could get as far as
living was concerned.
The job market was sparce, and only common labor
was available to the black people. They cleaned
dry toilets and dumped this waste in the river.
They also worked on the Greenville Trackton
Company, the trolley car, or dug ditches.
A trip on the trolley car began at the Southernside Depot and made a loo~ around the city for
10% with a transfer at North Street. A straight
trip cost 5¢ per ride.
The trolley operated with overhead power, and
it was operated by two men, a moor person and
a conductor.

He became a Christian at the age of 14 and had
liked and respected people ever since. He feels
that Christianity brings this respect for people.

During the bootlegging days, prohibition, the
environment of the community was real bad.

Most people that Reverend Smith knew in the early
twenties were gone.

Reverend Smith stated that, "The church holds
the community together and that's all we have. 11

There were no professional jobs available to the
black people at this time, only common jobs.

He is proud of the neighborhood in which he
lives, and he would not want to live in any
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other neighborhood . He gave the neighborhood it's
name, Newtown; and as far as the people are concerned, it is a peaceful neighborhood.

Reverend Smith asked that he be quot ed in saying,
"The Negro and the mule ditched and dreamed the
United States and made it fit to live in."

The city initially wanted to name the neighborhood
the second Cripple Creek, but Reverend Smith said
no.

In talking about Greenville and the central business district, he stated, "for the big wheel have
left the city of Greenville to build a city of
their own, Belk Simpson, J. C. Penney, lvey's,
Sears and Roebuck. The city now has to pull together to make a city that is fit to live in for
all concerned. So let us as citizens cast our
lots together and let us build a better Greenville
for all concerned for the big wheels are gone."

Within the past thirty years there has been some
development in the community, namely the Kash and
Karry and the Mulberry Street Shopping Center.
Reverend Smith is concerned about a swamp and junk
yard behind the Tabernacle Church. It has a great
potential for becoming a health hazard.
In 1933 the swamp was cleaned up by one of President Roosevelt's programs, the WPA, and it hasn't
been cleaned since. He hoped that one of Reagan's
programs could clean up the swamp as did
Roosevelt's.
Reverend Smith expressed an extreme interest in
cleaning up the swamp and relocating the junk
yard somewhere else in the community or in the
city.
He tried to help keep the community clean, but it
is not up to one individual. It should be up to
all concerned.
The train station was not very important to the
community in the past, and it is not important
to the community today (this statement is a
contradiction to what Mrs. Brock feels about
the train station and its importance to the
people of the community).

In the Southernside Community there were two very
important businesses to the community, and they
no longer exist. They were the Carpenter
Brothers Drug Store and the Sand Company Grocery
Store.
Those people in the past who were helpful in and
sincere about improving the community were Reverend B. C. Sul ls and Mr. W. I. Lee.
Those people who are still in the community who
have beeen helpful and are still active are
people such as Robert Quiller, Tob Adams,
George Washington and Lila Mae Brock.
He firmly believes that some of the best people
come out of bad neighborhoods. He began talking
about Mrs. Brock who was raised on Echols Street
in a bad environment and raised her son, now a
pastor, and daughter, a city council woman, in
the same environment. They knew nothing else
than this environment and West Washington Stree t
where some people would call a bad place to raise
kids.
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Reverend Smith said that he is not a prejudiced
person, he loves people.
He does not know many people in the community
today, all he knew are gone, and many people
of the community are new corners.
I expressed to Reverend Smith that I wanted to
learn and understand the people of the community
so that I could become more sensitive to their
wants and needs. Reverend Smith stated that,
"It is wrong to express the ideal of people when
you don't know the heart of people.''
Reverend Smith continued by saying, "It is difficult to understand and know people because human
beings are like the wind, they are ever changing.
No one knows peop 1e, on 1y God knows peop 1e. ''
I asked Reverend Smith what is the future of the
community? His answer was, 11 1 can't see that
far enough ahead, but I do hope that there is a
development that lightens up one's mind to make
the community better for everyone. I would like
to see any improvement that can help us move forward. Without cooperation nothing can be done,
but I fee 1 the church is the best organizer of a 11. 11
"One cannot do everything, a 11 who a re concerned
must help."
In conclusion, I asked Reverend Smith what makes
a good community. He answered by stating, It takes
the same thing to make a good community that it
takes to make a good man. That's faith, courage
and a good character; and in building a good community, we must have fellowship and cooperation
by all concerned with the proper respect to each

other for that is the debt we owe to mankind.
This is a task that takes courage and cooperation
with all concerned."
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

December 10, 1981

LOCATION:

Superintendent's Office

PROJECT NAME:

Terminal Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mr. Hawkins, Superientendent
of the Southern Railroad
Mr. Robert T. Almodovar

PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

To discuss the importance of the
railroad to Greenville and the
Southernside Community.

Mr. Hawkins stated that the Southern Railroad is
important, more so to the city than the community.
It is the main freight link between Atlanta and
Washington, D. C. and also to Greenwood, S.C.

problem usually occurs at certain times and usually
during peak hours.
I suggested the relocation of the businesses across
from the train station, further south on West
Washington Street. This would free up land for
traffic circulation, allow for more railroad parking, but it would also concentrate versus separate
businesses along the entire length of West Washington Street.
Mr. Hawkins felt that it was a good idea, and he
expressed the rerouting of the truck traffic up
along Mulberry Street and possibly along Oscar
Street to Westfield Street to Johnson Street,
under Academy Street Overpass, to Augusta Road
and finally to Interstate 85. He felt it would
be a great deal easier, this route, rather than
have to fight all the lights and traffic on
Academy. This also lightens up the traffic on
West Washington Street.

The line is essentially a freight carrying railroad
with a miniscule passenger service, Amtrak, that
has two trips daily, one north at night and one
south in the morning.

The buildings under the Southern Railroad are as
follows:

The workers on the railroads are primarily transient,
driving trains from city to city and staying in
Greenville for the night. The remaining workers
who work on the tracks or in the freight yard are
locals from the surrounding areas.

3.

Mr. Hawkins feels that there is a traffic problem
in front of the passenger station, and it is caused
by the business across the station, the movement of
trucks and the parking of railroad employees. This

1.
2.

Passenger station - Amtrak
Dispatch office
Office building
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE
DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, December 15, 1981

1.
2.

LOCATION:

Mountain View Baptist Church
Greenvi 1 le, S. C.

3.
q.

PROJECT NAME:

Te rm i na 1 Project

ATTENDANCE:

Mrs. Brock
Mr. Wi 1 ley
Mrs.

alcoholics, drug addicts and street people
people on fixed incomes
people going through the community
those in transition from a half-way-house
into society

There are no questions asked as to who is fed,
everyone and anyone who needs help will be fed.
Hot soup and sandwich will be served between
11 and 12 noon and may serve approximately 75
to 100 people.

Culpepper

Mr. Norris
Dr. Walker
Food kitchen speaker
Police Officer Cannady
20 Residents

There are some qJ food banks in the country,
and Greenville is starting their bank with
a 26-member committee. This committee will
try to locate salvaged food from warehouses and
distributors. They figure they can save 50
million pounds of food nationwide and can save
the 100,000 pounds of food that is thrown away
per month in Greenville alone. This food bank
will be based county wide and it will distribute
the needed food to the local kitchens like the
Southernside Community Center.

Mr. Robert T. Almodovar
PURPOSE OF
CONFERENCE:

SBPI Monthly Meeting

A large part of the meeting was devoted to two
topics, one, the newly-developed Soup Kitchen
Program, and two, the Crime Watch Program.
Both programs are city wide and will become
part of the community center.
The soup kitchen .will feed:

The next topic was the Crime Watch Program of
Greenville. Officer Cannady discussed the need
for the residents of the community to begin
looking out for each ether. He stated that 85 %
of the crimes are done by juveniles, and they
usually go for the easy jobs, opened windows
and doors, etc. There are presently 52 crime
watch areas in Greenville, and he wishes to
start a crime watch organization within the
community. This was Officer Cannady's first
visit, and he will make future visits to teach
the residents crime prevention techniques.
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